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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of Investigation 
This study was undertaken to describe and analyze the system of 
haulage as · practiced in mines of the Tri-Sta:'ce District by the Eagle 
Pioher Ivlining and Smelting C6mpan:y~ 
-1-
The investig~tion is concerned wi~h all of the operations involved 
in moving the broken rook ~nd is composed of three distinct prooedures: 
loading. hauling~ and hoisting~ 
Ona of the important items in tha . cost of mining is the movement of 
ore and waste to the sui:£aca for further disposition. Increased efficien-
cy of transportation should introduce lowered production costs. 
In this paper the effioienoy of the prasen~ equipnent and the 
present haulage system is evaluated~ Sugges'tions are proposed for oper-
ational changes in an effort to provide imp1"oved perform.a.nee. 
Field Work '? 
·The field ~ork was completed and all ~at.a were collected from. 
June 8~ 1951 to September 5~ 1951. The writer .was employed by the Eagle 
Picher Co. during this period .to conduct motion and time studies iD. the 
company mines. 
The data and results introduced in this investigation rep.resent 
information gathered in ten mines of the Eagle Picher Co. These proper-
ties are located in Northeastern Oklahoma and Southeastern Kansas. 
-2-
SU.MliIARY OF P.REVIOUS WORK 
To the best knoi.rrledge of the ,l~iter, there has been no published 
report comparable to this investigation. 
Previous time study analyses conducted· in the district were re-
(1) 
ported by Forrester and Taylor. The report is co~cerned, only 
(i) Forrester, J. D. and.Taylor, J.P.· A. A comparative analysis of 
some . recent mining . practices .. ~n the Tri-State mining district~ Missouri 
School o:r Mines & r:!eta.llurgy • . ·i;rechnioal Series, Vol_- 16, lfo. l. .1945. 
64. p. . 
partially~ vtl th tha ha.ulage sys tam. Since that timo this system has 
been ·oanpletely modi£j_.ed and modernized. In 1944 the otµy trucks in 
operation ware the bat·bery operated type and are considered obsolete ~t 
. . . . (2, 3) 
this ~ate. This haulage method has been discussed also by Clarke. 
(2) Clarke; s. s. Rubber~tired blitz buggies haul ore underground. 
Engineering and Mining Joi.u-nal. Vol. 145, Mo. 12,, pp 88-90: 
December 1944. · 
(3) Clarke, _s. s. Rubber-tired mine hau1a.ge in the Tri-Sta.ta District. 
Junor. Irud;. Min. & Met. En.gr. Trans. Vol •. 153, pp • . 153-157. 1943 
A comprahensi ve survey of time studies · applicab1e to unde_rground 
(4) 
ooa.l mines bas bean mao.e by Pennsy;i_va~ia State College. ·A £evt 
(4) Mineral Ind\istries Experiment Station~ Pennsylvania State College. 
liore pro:rit inniecha.nica.1 mining through. studies of loading and gather-
ing per£onn.anoa. Bulletin 50. 1949. 37 P.• · 
.Principles discussed therein are utilized in this study. However~ ' that 
1YOrk . is applicable p1•imarily to mechanized coal mines• . 
Time studies have been applied also to quarry mining~ · and a. complete 
. . (5,' 6) 
study has been :made by the U. S. Bureau . of Mines. _The controlling 
· (5) Thoener, J. R. and Lintner, E. J. Time study analyses. Progress 
Report 1. Quar~J .- shove 1 loadine;. U. S. Bureau of' Mines • Report o:r 
Investigations 3461. 1939. 24 p. 
-3-
(6) Thooner, J. R. and Lintner, E~ J. Time study analyses. Progress 
Report 2. ··Quar17 haulage. u. S. Bt.trcau o:r Minas. Report o:r investi-
gations 3467. 1939. 26 p. 
factor, as determined by this study, was the shovel or loader. As will 
be sho·wn in the discussion, the f'a.otor., which controls the mulaga 
system o:r the Eagle Picher opera·tions, is not the s rune. 
TEE TRI-STATE .MIMIHG DISTRICT 
------------·~·--·-·-------------
The Tl'"i-State :Mining ·nis"'crict,, '\7hich .is coraposed ·of con~tiguous 
sections of' s ·outheast Kansas, Southvtest Miss.ouri,, and M.orthea~~ Okla.-
homa, has bean in past · years one 0£ ~he .mci"st impori:;a.nt. producing regions 
. . .· . .. 
of lead and zinc in the .United States. It encompasses an area appro~d""'.' 
mately 40 m~les long ~nd.· '30 miles wide with:. the long a.."'tis is a North~ . 
· .ea.s·t and Southwest orientatiQn. The most prod~c~ive. part of' .this area 
is a strip 35. miles long and· 10 miles ·wide from Miami,, Oklahoma, to 
Car-'chag~, :Missouri. (FiGURE 1) 
The district lies · in e. portion of the Northwest flank of the Ozark 
uplift (elevation 700 to 1,200 £eat above sea level). 
The ore is in sedimentary beds~ roughly horizontal~ dipping 
slightly to the Wast~ with granite £orming the· ba.sem.en·t; at 1,000 to 
. {7) 
1,500. feet ·balor4 the sur£ace. 
( 7) Ree gart ~ J. R. Cost of ,.developing · to the opera ting stage~ 'and 
. equippiri.g a ·small or medium. sized ntlne in tho- · Tri-S-'co.te Dis triot. 
·u. s. Bureau 0£ Mines. In:f'ormation Circ~~ar 6591. 1932 •. 18 p. 
Mineralization is oonf'ined mostly to the Boone i'orrilation of lovrer 
. !.1ississippian Age · and,· is· composed of' beds 0£ 11mestona ... · dolomite and · 
. (8~ 9) . 
· · chert. :Most of the ore is found in highly silici£ied or £lint . 
(8) Fcnvler, G. :M. a..-rid Lyden,, J. Pe The ore deposits of' the Tri-State 
· . Dis·b~ict~ · Amer. Inst • .. Min. & .Met. Engr. Trans. Vol. 102~ pp. 206-251. 
1932~ 
·(9) Fowler, G. Ivi. Tri-State geology. Eagle Picher Number,, Engineering 
. and .Mining Journal. Vol. 144,, no·~ 11,,. PP• 73-79. lfovember 1943. 
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and_galona associated 11tlth marca.site, pyrite. and chaloopyrite. 
Mining pra:otioe has introduced two terms that serve to characterize 
the pa.rtioular type of operation in use. "Sheet ground.11 ~ in general. 
indioa. tes room and pillar mining1 where the ~1.ine v.rorkings a.re of wide 
lateral extension a.nd relatively low back. Open stopes of narrow 
dimensions but vrl th a high back~ up to 150 _feet in height. a.re lal.own 
as uhic;h ground". 
-7-
TIE HA.1.JLAGE SYSTEM 
~elom,ent 
During the many years of mining in the Tri-State Distl•ict~ · many 
haulage systems have been devised and eventually discarded as improved 
prooodures were introduced. 
As mining progressed in the district~ more ore bodies of marginal 
character were developed. ·This situation. coupled with increased labor 
costs., forced the operators to resort to m.eQhanization to aohiave 
greater man-hour productivity. 
The old haulage systems~ · suoh as mule haulage with cans, battery 
locomo3;ive haulage with oars, main and tail rope haulage; have been 
completely_ replace_d by truck haulage~-
Trucks vrere introduoad in the dis·triot in September 1941 on trial 
(19) 
to aid in the development of low grade ores. The first self-powered 
(10) Clarke, s. s •• op. oit. P• 2 
ore-gathering units ware the Walker electric battery trucks of two 
general types; five ton bottom dump trailer units. and three and one 
half ton box hopper end _dunp units built on the chassis of the truck. 
The latter model was designed to overcome· difficulties encountered in 
spotting the trailers under the loaders. 
The eleotrio truck was introduoed instead 0£ internal combu$tion 
trucks beoause of the gas hazard the latter would create. 
The battery trucks proved to be effective £or short haulage 
distances and grades up to ten par cent~ As mining ~perations progressed 
and greater haulage distances had to be · traversed~ however~ ' these units 
-8-
were 1.lllSatisfacto~J due to their relative small capacity. 
The problem of' the reduction of harmful gas concen·l;rations, 
pr~duced by internal combustion engines, was analyzed thoroughly by the 
Eagle Picher Hygiene and Safety Department. Close control of venti-
lation is ah.~ost impossible in the large open stopes and in mines with 
many shafts vrl~ose workili~s are intercom.1ected. State legislation, in 
one instance, was ::: un:Cavo~able toward the use of certain types 0£ in-
ternal combustion equipment tUl.derground. I~ was · fine.lly decided that 
semi-diesel or hot tube ignited, oil burr..ing engines vtlth ·proper_ ex-
haus.t control could be used underground ·vtl thout. introducing any serious 
gas problems. The first diesel truck was placed und.ergromld. at the (11) .... . 
;paxs op. I,iine in March 1946. 
(11) Clarke, S. S. -Diesel truck haulage at the- Paxson Mine. Engineering 
and Mining Journal. Vol. 148, lfo. 3, pp. 54-56• March 1947. 
It has been found that with proper precauJdons diesel equipment 
., 
can be safely used underground. Oil burning engines produce, in the 
· exha.u.St gases, carbon . dioxide~ irra.ter, sniail quantities of the oxides of' 
(12) 
sulphu~ and nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and aldehydes. Of these 
(12) Harrington, D. and East, J. H. Jr. Diesel power can be used under-
ground with sa.:ret-.r. Engineering and Mining Journal. Vol. 148, Mo. 6, 
PP• 70-76. Juna 1947. _ · 
gas_es, carbon monoxide and the oxides o:f nitrogen are dangerous to 
hum.an lif'e, tha aldehydes are irritating to the eyes .and nose. In order 
to use diesel engines underground some device is necessary to control 
· the.exhaust ga.s es. Such a device should lower the temperature of the 
gases; renove toxic gases; decrease smoke and odor; and dilute the 
-9-
e>·xha.ust concentrations with air. 
The first trucks used in the Trim.State D:Lstrict were equipped with 
tanks . which supplied oxygen into the exhaust manifold. This system 
proved to be uneconanical and ineffective. particularly in ~~e control 
of the aldehydes. A gas scrubber was developed and is now in use on 
all underground diesel equipment. The scrubber is essentially a _ water 
:f'illed rectangular metal box (FIGURE 2), through which the exhaust 
, . 
gases are forced before coming in contact -vdth the a:b:n.osphare._ In 
·. addition to water- the box contains copper wiring~ which serves as a 
catalyst £or the reaction of water and. aldehydes. and_ calcite to keep 
n 
the wa tar :f'rom becoming excessively acidic·. This cle~er does not 
reduce the. sm.a.11 quantity of .toxic gases produced ill the exhaust~ but 
does serve to eliminate the smoke and aldeh:ydes. 
Present Ore G.!:,_tharing Systapi. 
The first diesel truck used underground vro.s a truck-duckqill-, 
· trailer of 10 tons capacity ·which demonstrated its suitability and 
efficacy as a. haulage uri.i t. A. program wns planned to introduoe,:_other 
diesel equipment and at present all haulage is per.f'ormed by diesel 
trucks~ and a large percentage of the loading is accomplished by diesel 
shovels. 
The ora is loaded in various parts of the mina and is tra.nspor·tad 
by diesel trucks, over graded roads, and dumped through grizzlies into 
hoppers to be hoisted to the surface. 
Equip.ment 
There are two general types of trucks used :f'or ore haulage• viz,, 
dump and trailer. The dump truck ha.s a recta.11gular bed momlted di-
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rectly on the chassis (FIG'tJRFJ 3); th.a latter is a duckbill-trailer 
pulled by a _ diesel unit (FIGUP.E 4). Tha beds are hydraulically end-
dumped_,from tha power take-off and have capacities of 10 tons. A few of 
the now trailers are rated at 15 tons capacit~t· In experimental use 
also is a K?ehring Dumptor truck of six ton capacity. 
All roads are constructed for one-way traffic, except for by-passes, 
and are maintained by mill tailings delivered underground through bore-
holes and shafts. 1faintenance 0£ the. roads in th.0 best possible con-
dition is important so tmt trucks can opera.ta at higher speeds and 
with less breakdowns. Graders are used in many lliines to maintain the 
roads although a few mines · still have ~erJ poor roads. 
The dvmp trucks are very rn.a.nueverable and can negotiate steep 
grades, whereas the truck-trailers can be loaded in areas of very low 
back although it is less: ma.i1euverable. The great advantage of the 
truck-trailer is tr.at the load is carried by the trailer so that the 
tractor unit is subjected to. little stress and wear. 
The trucks dump directly over a grizz.ly into a hopper. Some 
grizzlies are constructed so that the truck me.y drive d~rectly over a 
ramp• dump and drive on in the same direction. Others require the truck 
to _· back up _£or dumping. FIGUHE 15 illustrates the drive-over type~ 
wlrl.ie the back-up type is illustrated in FIGURE 19. :rn general~ the 
one way ramp is better since no time is consl.1med in ba.cking over the 
. . 
grizz·ly. Some mines have two dumping points, and this is a.ii added 
adVa.ntage as one truck does not have to wait £or another to dump or £or 
· the grizzly to be olearecl'~ Brealdng and oles.ring of t1'..e boulders may 
' involve considerable time because the boulders have to be broken manu-
-ally. The smallest pass.ing dimension of most grizzlies is about 12 
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FIGURE ·3 
A' 10 TOU DIESEL DUMP TRUCK 
FIGURE 4 
A 10 TOU DIESEL TRUCK-TR.All.ER 
in.oh.es. 
J.toat hoppers prorlde surge capacity~ although in some places. 
truoka are delayed because the hoppers are tempora.ril7 filled to ca-
pac1v. 
Two o£ ~more blportant :raoters in an efficient haulage system 
are proper distribution of equipaent~ and plarmed dispatohing of trucks 
to loading areas. Su~sors do not give proper attention to these 
:f'ao-tors. Trucks waste time in 'UDD9oess.a.ey trips. and of-ten there ia an 
uaemblage of more truolas in one area than can be loaded without ex-
oeas i. "t'e delays• 
Loading. 
The three loading methods in use ares ehute-, dragline and shovel. 
Chute Loading 
Where mining proceeds in beds above the haulage level. the ore is 
slushed into raises to be gravity fed to the lower le\1918. Tl¥t ore is 
allowed to a.ooum.ul.ate on the haulage level to be load~ . by shovels or 
is kept in the raises fran wbera the truoka are loaded directly by 
ohutea. The important consideration in the design of a chute is to 
allow suf'fioient manuevering area for the vehicle. In some restricted 
looa:tioma. especially W'here -bhe truck-trailer is used • .. considerable 
time i• was1*:1 in manue"V9ring the truck under i;he loading chute. 
LoadiDg ie accomplished in less than two minutes through ohute gates~ 
.operated_ manually by a lever syatem. In the mines visited; there were 
only three of -these in o~ration. 
lh-agline Loading 
Dragline is the term. used for a self-propelled scraper type 
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loader (FIG1JPiE 5 A and FIGURE 5 B). A three-drum slusher ~ · £~ed over 
·-a metal .. ramp;·· is 'mounted on a caterpillar· chassis. which permits it to 
manuever into any desired position. 
All motors of -Che loader~ which operate the slusher and the cater-
pilla~: ~read~ · • . are electric powered. 
· ?;his loader· is applioabl.e particula.rly in sheet ground work. A 
i;yI}ioa~ situation is illustrated in FIGURE 6 which shows tai). blocks 
. ai; .'W::t.de · angles~ The three.,;drum slusher. ·pal:ini ts wide covere.ge £or the 
scraper~ which drags ·-t;he ore to the loader and up a metal ramp from 
where the charge £alls into the truck through ·a square opening·~· 
The dra.gline is the sle>West type of loading aquipmen·h in use_· bui; 
is th~ most economical to operate and maintain. A · lO ton truck can be 
loaded in 6 to 10 minutes but the time requi~ed may be 15. minutes. 
The loading time depends ·on the skill and ability 0£ the _opera.tor. The 
loader must be placed in the most advantageous position for wide 
., 
. coverage while r~stricting the distance of scraper travel. During 
nori~loading perioqs/ the dragline operator -should uSa the t~e for 
scraping the ore from the most distant points -bo a more readily ac-
cessible spot. This in general was not practiced. The drag cables 
sho'Uld be inspected often and replaced frequently as muoh time is 
\VS.sted ·when a cable is broken during a loading operati~n. The same 
procedure should be applied to the sheave blocks. 
·Shovel .Loading 
The various types of diesel shovels engaged in loading~ will be 
· ~ discussed briefly. 
The overhead dt1lll.ping shovels are the fastest loaders. These 
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FIGURE 5 A 
A DRAGLINB: IN THE PROCESS :)F BEING MOVh.~ TO A Nb,~[ Ifil.ADING 
FIGURE 5 B 
. 
A DRAGLINE LOADING A 10 TON DmSEL TRUCK 
F G U R E 6 
LOADING 
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shovels .move in stre~ight lines i'rom the £aco of the heading to the 
: truok~. ; A; loading ·oyola is i1lustrated in FIGURE 6. Loading time varies 
from 2 :-.to 5 minutes. Shovels of this typ~ . are Eimoo . Rockers (Model C-
4;·; 102 -~ '. ~d. 104) mounted on caterpillar chassis ·_ (FIGURE 7),· a?l<i Inter-
national .T D · 9 vrl.th Lodover system. The Eimco loaders are applicable 
in areas · wher·e the i'loor is fairly smooth~ a.nd the heading does not 
require _:com.plete removal of broken ore. The shovel is ·not v€!ry 
effective in confined area.s : • . 1Yhere the Eim.oo loader can move freely; · 
over smooth ground. ·it is an effective and f'ast loader. An average of' 
eight dippers i'or a 10 ton load can be delivered in tvio minutes. The 
.. .. 
truck should be spotted at~·.:suoh a distance from the muck pile that the 
shovel need only travel a distance sufficient to raise the dipper i'or 
dumping and still allow enough manuevering area. The dipper is actu-
ated by a cha.in drive system • 
. The Interna:l;ional Lodover may be operated as .z~ a forward or overhead 
loading Wt.chine~- but it. is faster when overhead dumping is us~d, as 
. . 
. ollly s ·_traigh-b line motion is, required. This shovel is not as fast as 
the Ejmoo because the action of its hydraulic powered d~pper is slower 
than _· th~ E:imco chain drive~ but the shovel is better in clean-up action 
in re~tric'.ted areas. A 10 ton truck requires 6 or 7 dippers; which can 
be dumped in about 4 minutes e 
The great majority 0£ shovels used underground have forward 
dumping -~ippers, diesel· powered caterpillar treads (FIGURE 8). Models 
in use are the Allis-Chalmers H D - 5 and HD - 7 and . the Tra.xcavator 
H T - 4. These loaders are slower than the overhead 1oaders because a 
oonsidera.ble emount 0£ manuevering is required_ during loading oper-
ations'. Their advantage lies in the versatili-bJ a.nd ruggedness 0£ 
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FIGURE 7 
CATERPILLAR MOU1rl"ED E IMCO 104 SHOVEL LOADER 
FIGURE 8 
H T - 4 TRAXCAVATOR CATERPILLAR MOUNTED .LOADER 
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construction. These shovels are employed in clearing up areas, 
building roads. loading and other applications. About seven 'dippers 
constitute a 10 ton load and loading oan be completed in 5 to 8 
minutes. The larger H D - 7 shovel requires only £our dippers /1 and 
the time required is com.parable to the Eimco loading time. 
The time required to complete a load depends on -the skill and 
ability of the operator. The truck is placed usually at right angle 
to the muck pile, requiring the shovel to make sharp angle manuevers. 
which not only is time constning but causes pronounced wear on the 
tread pads• The spot-t;ing should be made at an angle to the ore so that 
a more natural manuever can be made by the shovel. The difference in 
operation in these two cases is shown in FIGURE 9 and FIGURE 10. 
This shovel oan be used in almost acy type of ground, as long as 
the height of' the be.ck is suf'f'icient to permit the dipper to be raised 
and dlnPed• 
A Hough Payloader (FIGURE 11) was introduced in 1951 on an expari-
mental basis in the Goodwin Mine. This loader is very fast and ma-
nauverable. however, it does not have suf:t:'ioient traction to dig in . 
the compacted muck pile. As a consequence. there is excessive wear of 
the rubber tires of the drive axle. 
Hoisting 
Skip and can hoisting are am.ployed in the Eagle Picher mines. 
Of the mines studied• only two. Westside and Blue ·Goose 2. have 
. ' 
installed skip hoisting. This system uses balanced hoisting in a two 
oompa.rtm.ent shaft. "When one skip is being loaded• the other is dumping 
on the surface. The dumping takes place auta:natioally when the skip 
FIGURE 9 
TYPICAL S H 0 V E L LOADING CYCLE 
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Fl u E 10 
TYPI CAL SHOVE L LOAD I NG CYCLE 
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This shovel is in exparL"ilental use as an underground loade r. 
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engages the dumping track of the s\lrface hopper. This hopper is illus-
trated in FIGURE 12. The skips have capacities slightly over tvro tons. 
and therefore the hois1iine; system me.y have a capacity of approximately 
i.ooo tom in one eight hour shift. 
The other mines reported in this analysis employ the can hoisting 
system. cans. which are cylindrical steel buckets 33-?a- inches in di-
ameter and 35 inches deep. of approximately £our-i'if'ths of one ton 
capacityf are used to bring the ore to the surface and it is dumped into 
hoppers, suoh as illustrated in FIGUP~ 13 and FIGURE lA • 
. A typical underground hoisting station is illustrated in FIGURE 15. 
An air powered piston bt.lm.per-car moves the cans from the shaft center 
to the loading point under the hopper. At the end of the bumper-car 
travel the o~c-e can is directly under the hopper chute. The can is 
loaded. by manually operated chute gates, and the oar is retur:.'\ed to 
the farthest point. This procedure pJ.acas the loaded can at the shaft 
center. When the empty oan is returned• the hooker guides it to the 
front of the oar, and rapidly transfers the hoisting cable hook to the 
loaded oan which is then hoisted. The hooker is anespaci.ally trained 
worlan.an who is responsible f'or the loading of the cans. and transf~ing 
the hoisting cable hook from the empty can to tbs loaded one. FIGURE 
16 illustrates this operation. 
From 550 to 900 cans may be hoisted in one eight hour shift• 
depending on the shaft depth. Hoisting is the limiting factor in the 
total mine production. The haulage sysi;am should be planned in order 
to s:µpply the maximum. hoisting capacity plus a safety !'actor. 
From the surf'ace hopper the ore is transported to the Central j:.tlill 
(Cardin, Oklahoma) by railroad cars, illustra:ood in FIGUPiE 17. 
FIGURE 12 
S urf'ace Hopper 
Skip hoisting head:fram 
and 500 ton steel hopper. 
FIGURE 13 
Surface Hopper 
Old type mine head.frame for o hoisting 




Typioa\L can hoisting headframa 
and 300 ton storage hopper 
in the Tri-State area. 
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TYPICAL HOJSTING PROCEDURE 
The hooker has just transferred the hoisting cable hook f'rom 
the empty can (at left) to the load d ca.n. for hoisting·. 
Note hopper chute at extreme lef't and 
bunper-car on whioh the cans are resting. 
FIGURE 17 
Loading Ore for the Central Mill 
Railroad oar is :being loaded under 
hopper at the ~lua Goose 2' Mine. 
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T:i:Mfil STUDY PROCEDURE AND APPLICATION 
General Considerations 
In the ore moving process. the haulage unit or truck ~ is con-
sidered the con·trolling element. Although a loading unit may remain 
temporarily inactivo. the truck must continua to operate to maintain 
production averages. I£ a shovel breaks down. the truok may proceed to 
another loading point tmtil the shovel is in operation again. When a 
truck is out of commission, however. its transportation capacity .is 
temporarily retired and no convenient substitute exists. Certain 
loading areas are not accessible to all types of truoksJ therefore dis-
patching has to be care.fully planned• and the loading equipment becomes 
sub~J ervient to the truok. v1ith these considerations in mind• the time 
studies were based on the actual haulag9 uni't;s• with supplementary 
studies of other operations• All operations of the truok were observed 
and the timing recorded.. In this manner. each truck was studied during 
an entire shift to determine the haulage time efficiency. 
The total shift time in the Eagle Picher mines is 8 hours and 15 
minutes• w1 th one-ha.1£ hour alloted ~or a llm.Oh period. For the 
purpose of this study . -the rem.ai Ding time• 465 minutes• is oons idered as 
aotual working tim.e. Fron the haulage standpoint. this total time is 
divisible into productive and nonproductive time. Under productive 
time are inoluded all aotivities inwhioh the truck may engage that are 
oonneoted or asaooiated with the transportation of ore. Nonproductive 
time includes all delays• regardless of cause or nature. 
Method of Compilation 
The following olassi£ication and breakdown is used in s~izing 
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~nd tabulating tha results. 
I. Productive Tima 
A. Travel Time - Includes all produo..1~1 ve motions made by the 
vehicle. 
1. To Heading - The time the empty truck takes to move 
from the shaft station to the . loading 
zone. 
2. Maneuvering Allawa.noe (Head) - Maneuvering time at 
the heading,, to spot the truok tmder or 
adjacent to tha loader. 
3. To Sha.£t - Travel time involved in moving the loaded 
truck :rrom the h<lading to the shaft or 
dumpine station. 
4. Ma.neuveri1ig Allo\vanee (Sha.rt) - Time required to ba.ok 
truok into dumpinc; position; this is no"b 
applioabla to all mines. 
Be Transpetration Time - This term was developed to include 
the loading a.nd dumping operations. From 
the roots: trans {across), petro {rock),. 
fer {bear or carry), and ate (to make),, tha 
word tra.nspetroferate was formed, and re-
duced :for convenience to transpetra.ta. 
1. Loading - Loa.ding time at the heading. 
2. Unloading - Time utilized by truck in dumping load 
at shaft station. 
II. Nonproductive Time 
A. Delays - Tir.le invol vad in all delays. 
1. Truck Delays - Delay time that is directly attributa-
ble to the truck. 
a. Breakdown Delays - Tirne lost while the truck is 
out of operation beoause of some 
breakdown or necessary repair. 
b. !formal Delays - This term serves to indicate all 
delays oocassioned by the truck in nec-
oessary operations. such as. refueling 
and general servioing. 
2. Loader Delays - Time the truck is not opera.ting for 
reasons which apply to the loadine equip-
ment. 
a. Breakdown Delays - Time the truck is held up due 
to loader breakdown. 
b. Avoidable Delays - This includes all interrup.,. 
tion time in loading. not attributable 
to the truck. In most cases. envolves 
wasted time by the the loader opera.tor. 
c. Other Load Delays - Time one truck is £orced to 
wait to be loaded. because another truck 
is occupying the loading position. 
3. Other Delays - Delays not included in the classifi-
cation above. 
a. Grizzly Delays - Time a truck has to wait be-
fore dumping• at the shaft station. The 
causes may be: other load ocoup7!ng the 
dumping ramp. screen obstructed with 
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boulders• or a £u11 hopper. 
be lfonoperating Time - This is the time the truck 
is not envol ved in any operation. It 
includes the time in getting the men 
underground and wasted time not included 
in other delay classifications. 
Procedure 0£ Timing 
The technique employed was to ride a truck during its entire dai-
ly cycle• recording the operation (by means of symbols) and the tine 
envolved. to the nearest five second interval. An ordinary wrist watch 
with sweep second hand was used for timing. 
Shovel performance was analyzed by studying each cycle. Each 
operation of the loader was timed with a stop watch and recorded. For 
this purpose the shovel motions are considered separately as: 
le Move Back - This represents the starting oyole when the shovel 
retreats from the truck. 
2 • Move Forward - Time taken for the loader to turn and move to-
ward the muok. 
3. Loading Dipper - Time required to load the dipper. 
4. Move Ba.ck - Time involved in retreating from the muck. 
s. Move Forward - Time the shovel takes in moving to the truck. 
6~ Dump - Time taken to dump the dipper. 
The last division o:f'tan is incorporated with the last movement. 
In the case 0£ overhead loaders. only divisions 2. 3• 4. and 6 are 
applicable as there is no angled maneuver ; • These relations are ex-
emplified in FIGlJRE 6. 
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Hoisting was also studied in ea.oh mine. In this cas e the t otal 
hoisting oycle was studied and recorded to t he near est one-half second. 
Methods of Evaluation 
One factor to be considered in evaluating the results is the a-
moun-C of productive time expended in aey shift. This• however. is not 
tha only factor to be considered in evaluating efficiency. and it is 
not possible to eliminate all nonproductive tima. 
Time wasted in nonproductive e.ff'ort may be reduced by observing 
the follovdng conditions. Truck and shovel breakdowns (II. A. 1. a. 
and II• A. 2. a.) can be reduced with a soi.md progra:m 0£ preventive 
maintenance. Stmdays a.re used for miscellaneous repairs in the Jlline 
and should be used for thorough examination of vehicles. Instituting 
this program should minimize most on the job breakdowns. 
Normal delays (II. Ao 1. b) can be expected since they are neces-
sary opera. tions • but should not oonsuna more than ten minutes or 2 .2 % 
of the total shif"t time. if• such delays are planned carefully. Trucks 
have to refuel no ofte):'uer than once a shift e.nd shoul.d stop twice for 
water (for radiator and scrubber). Refueling te.kes lass than four min-
utes while water stops may require a three minute delay. The total time · 
involved in normal delays would be approximately ten minutes. 
Avoide.bla delays (II. A. 2. b) are expressions of wasted time on 
the pa.rt of the loader operator and should be reduced and if possible 
oanpletely eliminated. 
other load delays (II. A. 2. c) exist mainly because of poor or-
ganization and failure to dispatch and distribute trucks properly. 
With some forethought and consideration these delays may be minjmized 
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c 
or str¥cen out. 
Grizzly delays (II. A. 3. a) may be expected occasionally where 
onJ.y ·one dumping ramp exists. If' a two raJn.p system cannot be con-
structed to prevent such delays. more attention should be given to 
secondary blasting in order to reduce boulder problems. Grizzly at-
tend.ants oan remove exce·ssive numbers of boulders f'rom. the s~reen, and 
break them separately. and thus decrease unnecess~J truck delays. 
Som.a nonoperating time will necessarily result because the men are 
lowered into the mine on s hif·t time. Under this time ole.s s if•ica tion 
is included all vvasted time not previously mentioned. This wasted tiJile 
faotor of'ten is too large to be justif•ied. The men that are directly 
concerned with the ore haulage (truck drivers and loader operators) are 
the first to enter and leave the mine. For this reason haulage oper-
ations can get under way soon a£ter the start of the shifto Allowing 
ten minutes £or the time that operations are interrupted• i.e •• leaving 
and returning from lunch~ first trip underground and final trip out. 
fonty minutes are accumula. tad. With a sa:f'e-'cy allowance of' ten minutes• 
a total of less than 11 per cent o:f' the time is consumed• Under the 
poorest conditions 60 minutes might be allowed f'or nonoperating time. 
which would represent abou~ 15 per cent of the shift time. 
It is es,timated that., . under the conditions discussed• a ratio of 
productive to nonproductive time of' 70:30 (l:0.425) can be realized• 
and with careful planning this ratio may be increased to 80:20 (l:0.25). 
Factors yet to be interpreted are other time relations and ton-
mileage recorded by the trucks • These relations are travel time: trans- · 
petration time,, travel time ·to heading1travel time to sha.ft:loading 
time ratios. 
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As distances and loading characteristics vary greatly~ gelleral 
rules and applications are difficult to establish for individual oases. 
The total figures in any study repras-.ent averages• am 'therefore cer-
tain time ratios can be used as indicators of' desirable or undesirable 
oondi tions • 
The travel time:tra.mpetration time ratio should be approximatel7 
. ' 
1 : o.s. In most mines the com.billed travel time (to the heading and 
back to -tbe abaft station) is about twice the loadilig time under ideal 
~.ondi:tions· . The data obtained in this study will indioa:te that there 
. . . 
is su:f.'f'ioient in:f'ormation to allow the use of' such a criterion~ If arJ:3' 
studi indicates material dif:re·renoes from. the value above~ · either the 
distances are so short or so great that this rel&tionship breaks down. . 
Excessive loading time ma:y influence these criteria. In tlle latter 
Oa.ae; the situation can be cha.Dged by improvanent of the loading method~ 
and thus more loads may be obtained in a shifii. 
The second ratio; travel to heading:tra:vsl to sbaft:loading time. 
is· a Ta.ria.tion of tb.e ratio jus-t mention.Gel. Only maneu-rering and 
dqnpillg times are not considered. In general a l 1 1 s 1 ratio is de-
sirable;' but vari•tions may be expected. 
Each case will be studied and application of ratios explained and 
tried~ 
In addition to these factors. the number of loads and mileage 
oowred should be used as oriter·ia. Although total round 'trip mile-
ages may vary from two-tenths to five mi.lea;· the M'erage cli.sta.noe is 
approxima-tely one mile. For distances less than one mile; with favor• 
able loading conditions• a truok should make 25 · to 30 1;ripa.- or a maxi-
m'Ulll of s;ooo -ton-miles (30 loads x 10 'tollS/J.oad x 30 miles). When 
loading is done exclusively by draglines and/or the distances are 
greater than one mile. this haulage capacity will be somewhat reduoedo 
The . particular conditions of each run have to be identif'ied before a 
prediction oan be ma.de as to capacity. · 
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BIG CHIEF MDIE 
Location 
The Big Chia£ 1:1Iino. in lforthaa.st Oklahoma, comprises the E~E~ 
and ml~E! of section 17 • T. 29 1'J'., R. 23 E., Ottawa C°'.mty, Oklahana.. 
Production 
The average ore production is 530 tons a day. Hoisting in per-
formed with oans. each having a capacity of o.77 ton. 
Equipment 
Four trucks perform the ore haulage: nos. 29 and 30 - G.M.C. dump 
trucks, no. 45 - Dart truck-trailer (D-100 UG). a.nd no. 48 - Autoca.r 
truck-trailer (C-50-D 148). 
As an indication of truck performance, the follovling data for the 








TRUCK PERFORMANCE - BIG CHIEF MINE 
(Courtesy of Eagle Picher Mn. & s. Co.) 
June 1951 
Fuel Number Mumber 
Consumed of Loads 0£ Shifts 
(gv.l.) 
90 180 10 
125 260 13 
115 221 19 







Loading equipment inelud.es two d.ra.glines • no. 3 H D - 5 A11is 
Chalmers shovel~ and no• 21 Eimco 104 Shovel. 
Cost records of shovels are maintained on a cumulative basis. 
TABLE 2 gives performance de.ta for the two shovels used in this mine. 








TABLE 2 .. 
SHOVEL PERFORMANCE - BIG CHIEF MDE 
(Courtesy of _Eagle Picher Mn •. & S~ Co.) 
Cum.Ulativa data to : June 1, 1951 · 
. -
Total Operating . Total 
ts Labor Operating 
Costs Costs 
499 $8~548. $33.658. 







Unit opera.ting cost cazmo'b be compared withou'b eonsidering tha'b 'bhe 
Eimco shovel generally operates under more favorable conditions., i.e.~ 
smooth floor;· cleaner stopes~ ' and is not used for misoella.naoua jobs 
such as road construction~ Working conditions; other -than loading; 
oause severe wear on the shovels·~ whioh .accountS'; in· part~ for the large 
cost difference of the two types of loaders. 
Hoisting 
As discussed previously. the hoisting capacity limi1;s the possible 
~ production. The actual hoisting ca.pa.city is apparently consider-
able greater than the average daily production~ This conclusion is 
based on the timing of the hoisting oyoles and actual'."'.per£onn.a.nce~ 
Time s~ reveals that the . cans are loaded and placed in hoistil:Jg 
position in an average 0£ 16 seconds. The hooker then waits 9 seconds 
for the returning empty can. and tranafers the hook in s.s seconds~ so 
that the average oyole consumes 30~5 seconds• This represents an oper-
a:ting average that will not be realized When some major interruption 
i;akas place'; A maximum. 0£ 30 minutes was consumed in lawereing men and 
supplies in aey shift. · and allowing £or contingencies~ 45 minutes a.re 
a·ubtrac-bed from the total ··a-vaila.ble time ~ In the 425 minutes remaining 
during a shift. 825 ·o-S oould be h~isted~· arid would represem a . tota,l 
of 640 tons. Actual performance indicates that 'this outpu-t; can be 
C>iosely obta.in.8d as. aoo and 810 oa.ns were hoisted in dii'fere~-J; shifts 
during the visit to the nd.1u)~ 
Loading 
Shovel no. 3 was studied llhile operating · in. high ground area. wi-th 
· favorable loading conditions • . The results are summarized in T.&BIE 3. 
TABIE 3 
SHOVEL LOADING - BIG ClDEF Yim 
. (Time in seoollds) 
Uotions .Average Tim.a 
Individual . cumulative 
l~-, Move Baok . 
2. ~" }!ova ForWa.rd 
3.~ ~oad Dipper 
4•· Move Baok 
s:• µova · Forward and Dump 











A 10 ton truokwas loaded _With an average of seven .dipperfuls. 
Total loadittg time Wa.s 'then~ about four minutes whioh indicates high 
shovel.effioienoy. · This time compares very favorably with tha Eimoo 
loading time~ which was approximately four .minutes. The Eililoo was being 
·, 
used in a .restricted area where the ore was very heterogeneoU9 and 
dittioul.t to iOaci; .wMoh explains the silnilarity· of loading periods. 
lio independent time studies were conducted on draglina loading~ 
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From the haulage stud•y- however~ the average loading tim.e is determined 
to be slightly over eight minutes• 
Haulage ·system 
There are four principal mining areas in th.a mine,. designated here 
b7 numbers for convenience. 
N'Ulllber l heading (Crawfish Lease) • . three-tenths mile f'rofn tha 
shaft; is in sheet ground workings where . loading is . . perf'ormed by drag-
lina • The roads . to this area are in good condition but the heading is 
so poorly maintained as to ca.use diff'iculty in truck maneuverings. 
Breakdowns can be attributed to poor drag cables· and unprotected power 
lines which of-ten cause short .. oircui ts·. 
Number 2 heading (Big Chief Lease)~ · in sheet ground and f'our-tenths 
mile from the sha.f't~ · produces a small proportion of ore which is loaded 
- by the H D - 5 no• 3 shovel. The shovel generally maintains the. area. 
and the approach roads~ 
The closest heading to the shaf't. one-tenth mile~ is no. 3 heading 
(Big Chief' Lease) which is a room and pillar area of' low back. Loading 
-
is performed with draglina in very restricted space. The · area is above 
the main haulage level and of' difficult accessibility. 
The la.rgesi; area is number 4 heading (Otis White Lease)". This is a. 
large open stope in high gromid area. one mile from th~ shait • . Loa.ding 
is accomplished exclusively by shovels and is per.formed generally by the 
Eim.oo no~ 21. The f'loor ·is very uneven and loading conditions unfavor-
able. 
The dumping station at the shaf't is inadeq~te and. poorly designed~ 
There are two .grizzlies. but because of their close spacing only one 
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vehicle can dump ·at a time~ The approach road is narrow ·8.l'.ld. on leaving 
the dumping ~p. the truck bas to make a right angle turn for the exit 
road; even though the ramp is of a drive over type• The hopper seeJnS 
to provide add.qua.ta surge capacity tmde~ ordinaey conditions. 
Tirile Study ResUlts 
The results of time s~dies -of -bhe haulage system are sUDima.rized 
and tabulated in TABLES 5 through 12. T4}3LE 4 shO\~s time ratios that 
will be considered .. in . conjmlction wi-tm th~ truck time tables• These 
















TJ:MB: RATIOS OF . HAVLA.GE SYSTEM 
Big . Chief Mina . 
·Productive ·Travel . 
. . 
Nonproductive Tre.nspetra.tion 




l/0 ..~63 . l/0.96 
l/0'~54 l/0.81 
l/0~48 lfl.78 
l/0.84 . l/1~16 
1/0.97 lfi..21 . 
1/1.80 1/2~16 
. l/0~75 1/1.20 
l/0•425 . 1/0~50 
Travel to Rea.di~ 
Travel to Shaft 
Loading 





o.97/Lft .• 36 
0~72/:L/2.~84 





Each truck was timed during two complete shifts a.u:lc:.the resul.t of 
these ·studies are presented in.TABLES 5 through 11. TABJ.E 12 contains 
the s~tion · of' all tables; representing eight shifts. 
TABLE 5 
TIME STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no • . 29 Type -. G.M.C. Dump 
!line - Big Chief· Date - July 19 
Time Division 
I~ ERODUCTIVE TDAE 
A. Travel Time 
l~ To Beading 
2.·· Ya?Jeuvering 
Allovm.noe (Head) · 
3~ To Sha.ft 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE Tm:& 
A. Delays 
i.· Truck Delays 
e.~ Breakdown 
b~ Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. · Breakdown 
b~ Avoidable 
o.• Other Load 
Total 
3'.~' : Other Delays 
a.. · At GriaZ'.ly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TlME OBSERVED 
Numb9r Tons . . Transported 
· Mileage . Recorded 











































Tll.!E STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 29 Type - -G.11.C. Dump 
Mine .- - Big Chief' Date July 21 
Time .Division 
I~"· PRODUCTIVE · T:mE 
A~ Travel · Time 
le To Heading 
2~ Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3. To Shaft 
Time in Minutes 
Heading 













14.0 156.5 33.6 
B~ Tre.nspetration Tilne 
, ... \. . . 
le Loading . 
2·. D~ping 
Total 
Total Produotive Time 
II~ ~TONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A~ Delays 
l~ · T~ok Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b~ Normal 
· 2·'~ · Loader . Del•ys 
a~ · Breakdovm. 
b~ Avaidable 
c ~ Other Load' · 
Total} 
3~ 0-ther Delays 
a~ A-b Grizzly 
b~ Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproduotive Time 
TOT.AL Tn!E omERVED 
Nuinber Tons Transported 
Mile~ge . Reoorded 






























TlME STlIDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no.- 30 Type - G.M.C. Dum.p 
Mine - Big chief ·na;te - July 24~ 23 
.. . ~ime Division . 
t. PRODUCTIVE TIME 
A.~ Travel ·Thie 
l~ To He8ding 
2. lv!aMuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3~· To Shaft 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NONPl?.ODtJCTIVE TJME 
A. DelaYs 
1. Truck Delays 
a~ · Breakdown 
b~ : Normal 
2·~ ' L~der Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b~ Avoidable 
o .~ Other Load 
Total 
3~ Other Dela.ya 
a~ · At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Totai 
Total ~onproduotive TimG 
TOTAL TJME OBSERVED 
NWiber Tons Tran8.ported 
Mileage .Recorded 
Time in . Minutes · 
Head. % Head. 
4 . 4 
so.s 74.5 
13~5 · 15~0 
71~0 77~0 
145~0 31.2 166~5 
107~5 105~0 
32~5 31.0 
140.0 30•0 136~0 





~:.:11·~5 . 14.0 
72~0 16~5 103.0 
a.o ll~S 
. 100~0 4~.o 
108~0 · 23~3 59.5 
180~0 38.8 162~5 
465.0 100.0 465.0 
160. 210 








TIME STUDY O:OOERVATION 
Truck no. 45 Type - Dart trailer 
Mine - Big Chief Da. te - July 24 
Time Di vision 
I. PRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2 • Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3. To Shaft 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
o. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Dela ys 
a. At grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 
Number Tons Transported 
Mileage Recorded 
























TniE STUDY OBSE;RVATION 
Truek no. 45 Type - Dart trailer 
Mine - Big Chief Date - July 19 
Time division 
Ie PRODUCTIVE TIME 
.&.. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (head) 
3. To Shaft 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
IIo NONPRODUCTIVE TD.[E 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Nonnal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
o. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
·b. Monoperating 
Total 
Total Nonprod'10tive Time 
TOTAL TJMg OBSERVED 
Number Tons Transported 
Mileage Recorded 







































TJME STUDY OBSERVATIO?l 
Truck no. 48 Type - Autooar Trailer 
Mine - Big Chief Date - July 23 
Time Division 
Ie PRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3. To Shaft 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TDm 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Gri.s.aly 
'b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproduotive Time 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 
Nunber Tons Transported 
Mileage Recorded 


































TIME STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 48 Type - Autocar Trailer 
Mille - Big Chief Date - July 24 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Travel Time 
l. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allan.nee (Head) 
3. To Sha.ft 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. 1'TONPRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Delays 
l. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoida.ble 
Co other Load 
Total 
3. other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonopera. ting 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL Tn!E OBSERVED 
!fanber Tons Transported 
Mileage Recorded 
Time in Minutes 


























FIGURE 18 shows more clearly the time distribution f'or the toi::al 
time analyzed; the illustration depicts the results in TABLE 12. 
In all oases, there is less time expended in produotive work than 
would be expected. Only one truck-shif't, presented in TABLE a. ap-
proaches the minim~ desired PdtJNpdt _ratio 0£ l/0.425• while others 
fall below this minimum. Delays that are attributed to the truck and 
shovel are equally distributed and in most places can be eliminated. 
Most grizzly delays may be decreased also. A. large number of truck 
breakdowns a.re indicated by the time consumed and represent 9.4 per cent 
of the total time investigated. There is evidence of poor inspection 
and maintenance program.. Nonoperating time f'alls well within the ex-
peoted limi ts. The ton-mileage per shif't is 2570. This is a very 
untavora.bla result. 
Canpendium 
On the over-all be.sis, the haulage system at Big Chief' Mine can be 
considered inef'f'icient. 
At the present production. 53 truok loads per shift would be re-
quired to deliver 530 tons at the shaft station. Assuming that the 
truck actually transports only 0.9 capacity load, about 59 loa.ds in a 
shi£t would be necessary. At the calculated maximum possible production 
of 640 tons· in a day 64 full loads or 70 loads (at o.9 oa.paoity) · would 
have to be transported. If.' three trucks were being used• a minimum of' 
20 and a maxim.Um of 24 loads in a shift would have to be transported. 
This should be accomplished i£ attention is given to distribution and 
dispatching of.' equipment. The retired truck could be kept as a reserve 
element in case of' breakdown. A rotation plan should be instituted so 
TABLE 12 
Tnm STUDY OBSERVATION 
General S \IDJil.8.ry 
Mine - Big Chief' Date - June 19 to 24 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. ~ravel Time 
1. To Heading 
2 • l!aneuvering 
All owa.noe ( H.ead) 
3o To Sha.ft 
Tota1 
Bo Tranapetra tion Time 
lo Loading 
2. Dumping · 
Total 
Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TD.m: 
A. Delays 




2. Loader ·nela;ys 
a. Brealalown 
b~ .Avoidable 
e. Other Load 
Total 
3. other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TlME OBSERVED 
Number Tons TransPorted 
Mileage Recorded 












































FIGURE 18 · 
TIME OISTRIBUTION CHART 
TRUCK HAULAG · E 
.B I G . C H I E F - .M I N E 
TOTAL Tl .ME 3,720MIN ._OADS 126 
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tha.t each truck oan be suitably checked and maintained in the bast of 
operating co:odition. This plan would minimize truck breakdown delays 
by providing a replacementJ reduce grizzly delays as fewer trucks are 
occupying the same dan.p ramp; and inhibit other load delays at the 
loaders because there would be less likelihood of the trucks concen-
trating in one zone. The productive ti.ma percentage (57.o) could be 
raised easily to over 70• and the entire haulage system wou1d be oper-
ating on a more efficient basis. 
When one truck is retired the dragline in heading number 1 also 
could be removed. The shovel operating in !1-ea.ding 2 could perf'orm 
loading operations in both areas. as they are less than one-tenth mile 
a.part. By careful planning both units could be ratired without aff'eoting 
production. 
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BIG JORN lUNE 
Location 
The Big John Mine ino1udes the SE~ of seo-tion 3• Siew~ of section 
2 and the ~! of section 11• T. 35 s., R. 23 E., Cherokee County, 
Xansas. 
Production 
Approximately 360 tons a day are produced fran the Big John :Mine. 
For this ou·tput. 480 cans are hoisted in a shift. 
Equipnent 
Four trucks are available for ore transportation, nos. 19• 35, and 
41 Dart dunp trucks (D-100 oo). and no. 22 Ford truck-trailer (F-8). 
The oldest trucks have bean in operation since February 1949. 
Truck operation and costs for the month 0£ June 1951• are presented 








TRUCK PERFORMANCE - BIG JOHN Mim 




























Available loading equipnent includes. one dragline and two shovels, 
nos. 8 and 15. Allis Chalmer II D - 5 models. Operating characteristics 
for these loaders are shown in TABIB 14. 
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TABLE 14 
SHOVEL PERFORMANCE - BIG JOHN MINE 
(Courtesy of Eagle Pioher M. & s. Co.) 
ClU.ulative data to June 1. 1951 
Shovel Total Total Operating Total Unit 
Number Tons Shifts Labor Operating Operating 
Loaded Costs Costs Cost 
{$/ton) 
8 sG.075 491 $6.283. $24.625. $0.373 
15 82.130 566 a.aa4. 21.955. 0.261 
Hoisti.Ag 
Hoisting is done bJ" cans in a 286 feet shaft. · The actual hoisting 
capacity is £ar greater than actual mine production. Time study reveals 
that the average hoisting cycle is completed in 36.5 seconds. Cans are 
loaded and ready to be hoisted in 18 seconds aIJd the delay for the re-
turn 0£ the empty can is 12 seconds. A man shaft is in operation so 
that ore hoisting is not interrupted for lowering men and supplies dur-
ing the shift. For this reason. actual available hoisting time may be 
more than 425 minutes• asaurned previously• but this figure will be used 
a.s a minimum allowance. In this time period 720 cans or 540 tons oa.n 
be hoisted. 
At present the hoisting oycle is interrupted for lengthy periods 0£ 
time because no ore is available. 
Loadi.Ag 
·shovels operate ali:;erJJAtely in the same areas with similar ef'f'i-
cienoy. This can be verified from results shown in TABLE 15. 
An average of eight dippers were required to complete a 10 ton 
load. or 5.6 minutes were consumed in one load. Under ordinary condi-
tions this timing could be improved• exoept that most loading areas 
provide little maneuvering space for the vehicles. 
TABLE 15 
SHOVEL LOADING - BIG JOHN MINE 
( T.ixne in . s eoonds ) 
Jlotion Average Time 
1. Move Back 
2 • Move Forward 
3. Load Dipper 
4. Move Back 
5. Move Forward and Dump 
1. Move Back 
2 • Move Forward 
3. Load Dipper 
4. Move Back 
5. Move Forward and D~p 
H D - 5 no. 8 























Figures in TABIE 16 represen-t operations in one stope alone. under 
inimical conditions. 
Motions 
1. Move Be.ck 
2. Move Forward 
3. Load Dipper 
4. Move Back 
TABLE 16 
SHOVEL LOADTI~G - BIG JOID{ MINE 
(Time in seconds) 
Average Time 
Individual Cumulative 





5. Move Forward and Dump 9 52 
The dragline completes a 10 ton loading cycle in an average time 
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of 7.5 minutes. In general. the operator had little opportunity to 
prepare for following loads. although pressed continuously for loading. 
Excessive haulage capacity existed for a fixed loading capacity. 
Hau1age System 
Ore is transported from six mining areas. and these will be dis-
cussed briefly. Number 1 heading (Big John Lease)• one-tenth mile ~ 
the shaft. is a narrow stope in high ground area. The approach is ex-
tremely restricted. requiring the truck to back in almost "the entire 
distance. It would seem advisable to construct a turn-out point close 
to the loading area. The shovel also operates in a very restric-bed 
area. 
Ore is shovel loaded in heading 2 (Big John Lease) located one-
tenth mile from the shaft in a sm.a.11 room and pillar area. Approach 
roads to this area are in poor condition .• 
Heading 3 {Black Eagle Lease) is a large stope in high ground area• 
six-tenths mile from the dumping station. The roads in the zone are 
poorly conditioned and thus loading is difficult and truck maneuvering 
laborious. Time and wear on equipment could be avoided 1£ more attention 
was devo•d to road :mainte:nanoe • 
Headings 4 (Big John Lease) and 5 (Lucky Jew Lease) are in sheet 
ground. looated five-tenths and one mile, respectively. from the ore 
shaft. Efficient loading by shovels is accomplished Ullder favorable 
oondi tions • 
A dragline is used in heading 6 {Big John Lease) which is six-
tenths mile from -&he unloading station. Effective loading in this 
sheet ground area is curtailed beoa,use of frequent truck congestion. 
-ss-
The roads to most headings are poorly maintained and in immediate 
need of: repair. Rough roads not only slow down vehiole movement but 
oausa unnecessary wear damage. 
The grizzly is of: the back-in type. In this place. the trucks have 
to swing away from the dt:Q.p station and back in over the ramp. This 
dumping station is illustrated· in FIGURE 19. The hopper has a very 
small .surge capacity although at the present production re.ta. this is 
s uf'f:icient. 
Time Study Results 
Time study results are summarized in TABLES 17 through 26. 
TABJ.E 17 
TIME RATIOS OF HAULAGE SYSTEM 
Big John Mine 
Table Ton- Productive Travel Travel to Haadjng 
Number Mileage Nonproductive Transpetration Travel to Shaft 
Time Ratio Time Ratio Loading 
Time Ratio 
T~lg Fdt/Npdt Trvftrpt TH/rs/Ld 
18 3.soo l/0.56 1/0.49 o.69/~/o.75 
19 2.840 1/0.63 l/0.56 o.1s/1/o.es 
20 480 l/l.55 l/O.T8 1.43/1./1.93 
21 ;""398 lft..06 1/0.87 1.41/l.ft.oo 
22 1.730 l/o.s1 l/0.68 o.a1/}.1t.1a 
23 2.840 l/0.49 1/1.07 1.10/l/L.94 
24 2.740 1/0.70 l/0.78 0.92/1./0.20 
25 1.s.so l/0.59 1/1.60 1.36/1/3.60 
26 126~000 1/o.s2 1/0.83 o.93/l/l.so 
Ideal 1/0.425 l/0.50 1.00/.L/Ji~oo 
The truok-shift operations are presented in TABLES 18 through 
26. The cumulative totals of the haulage operation are depicted in 
TABLE 26 8.?ld the results are represented graphically in FIGURE 20. 
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FIGURE I 9 
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SCALE CAPP.)- ,\~ 
BIG JOHN MINE 
TABIE 18 
TDAE STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 19 Type - Dart dump 
Mine· - Big John Date - August 22 
Time Division 
I. . PRODUCTIVE TDJE 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 








Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TmE 
Ao Delays 
l. Truck Delays 
a~ Breala:lown 
b. Normal 
2 • Loader Delays 
a.. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Griz·zly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 
Number Loads Transported 
:Mileage Recorded 












































TIME STUDY O.mERVATION 
Truck no. 19 Type - Dart dump 
Mine - Big John Date - August 24 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division Heading ~ 
3 6 4 Total 
I. PRODUCTIVE TTh!E 
A. Travel Time 
l~ To Heading 14.0 42.0 20,.0 76.0 
2. Maneuvering 
5~0 Allowanoe (Head) o.5 2.5 2.0 
3. To Shaft is.s 58.5 24~5 99.5 
4. Kanauvering 
Allowance (Shaft) i.o 2.0 l~O 4.0 
Total 32.0 1os.o 45.5 184.5 39.7 
B. Trans petra -bion Time 
13~5 l. Loadillg 59.0 12.5 85~0 
2. Dumping 3.5 io.o 2.s 16.0 
Total i1.o 69.0 is.o 101.0 21.7 
Total Productive Time 285.5 61.4 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TTh'[g 
A. Delays 
i. Truok Delays 
'°~ Breakd~ . 
b. Normal s.s 
2~ .~ader Dela~ 
a. Breakdown 
b~ Avoidable 10.s 32.5 33.0 76~0 
o. Other Load 11.0 11.0 
Total 95e5 20.s 
3~ Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly is.o 
b• Nonoperating 68.0 
Total 84.0 18.l 
Total Non12roduo-tive Time 179.5 38~6 
. TOTAL TIME: omERVED 465.0 100.0 
Number Loads Transported 3 9 3 15 
Mileage Reoorded 3.s io.a 4.5 18.9 
TABLE 20 
Tll!E STlIDY OBSERVATION 
Truok no. 22 Type - . Ford trai1er 
Mine - Big John Date - A~t 2a 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TI!£ 
A-~ Trave1 Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 








Total Produotive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Delays 
l~ Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b~ Normal 
2 ~ Loader Delays 
ao Breakdown 
b~ Avoidable 
o. 0-ther Load 
Total 
3~ other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
~ Nonoperating 
Total 
Tote.1 Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL T:I:MB! omERVED 
Number Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 




































TIME STUDY OffiERVATION 
Truck no. 22 Type - Ford trailer 
Mine - Big John Data - August 25 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TlME 
A. Travel Time 
l. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowanoe (Head) 








Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
Ae Delay& 
l. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2 • Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3e other De1ays 
a. At Grizzly 
b~ Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TillE OBSERVED 
Nuaber Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 



































TIME STUDY OlmERV~TION 
Truok no. 35 'l'J'pe - Dart dlap 
Mine - Big John Date - Augus"h 21 
Tixne in Minutes 
Time Division ~ading 
3 6 Total 
r. PRODUCTIVE TIME 
Ao Travel Time 
1. To Heading 2s.o 35.0 61.0 
2 • Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 2.s s.s s.o 
3. To Sha.ft 30.0 45.o 75.0 
4. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Sha:f't) 3.5 s.s 9.0 
Total 52·~0 91.0 153.0 32.9 
B. Traaapetration Time 
63~0 le LoadiDg 25o0 aa.o 
2. Dumping s.s io.o 15.5 
Total 30.5 73.0 103.5 22.3 
Total Productive Time 256.5 55.2 
IIe NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
l. Truok Delays 
a. Breakdown 16.o 
b. Normal s.s 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 21.0 21.0 
be Avoidable 48~0 24.0 72.0 
o. 0-ther Load 3e5 3.5 
Total 118.0 25.4 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 20.0 
be lionopera. ting 70o5 
Total 90.5 19.4 
Total Non12roduotive Time 2oa.s 44.8 
TOTAL TmE OBSERVED 465.0 100.0 
N'Ulllber Loads Transported 5 7 12 
Mileage Recorded 6~0 s.4 14.4 
- ss ... 
TABLE 23 
TDllE STUDY OBSERVATIOlI 
Truck no. 35 Type - Dart du:np 
Mine 
- Big John Date - August 23 
Time in Minutes 
Time Divis i on Heading % 6 l 2 3 Total 
I. PRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Travel Time 
1 . To Heading 24. 0 l 5 o0 12 . 0 1 605 67 . 5 
2 . Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 2. s 1 . s 3 . 0 1 . 5 s . s 
3 . To Shaft 29.0 a.o 11. 5 18. 5 67. o 
4 . Maneuvering 
Allowance (Shaft) 2 . 0 1 . 5 3 . 5 1 . 5 s. o 
Total 57. 5 26o0 20 . 0 38o0 151. 0 32 . 5 
B. Transpetration Time 
l~ Loading 42 . 5 30. 5 41.0 16. o 130. 0 
2 . Dumping 1. 0 7 o0 14 o0 4 . 0 s2 . o 
Total 4 9o5 37.5 55 o0 20. 0 162 . o 34. 8 
Total Pr oductive Time 31 3 . 0 67. 3 
II . NONPRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Delays 
1 . Truok Delays 
a~ Brea kdown 
b o Normal 12 ~0 
2. Loader Delays 
a . Br eakdown ls. o ls. o 
b e Avoi dable 3 . 0 15 ~0 15o0 33. 0 
c . Other Load 1 . 0 8~0 5 . 5 5 ~5 2s. o 
Total:-~ S9. 0 19. l 
3~ Other Del ays 
8.o At Grizzly 9 . 5 
b e Monoperating 53 o5 
Total ss . o ls. s 
Total N'onl2roductive Time 152 "~0 32 . 7 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 465. 0 100. 0 
1'T'umber Loads Trans ported 5 5 9 3 22 
Mileage Recorded s. o 1 . 5 1 . 8 3 . 6 12 . 9 
TABLE 24 
TIME STtIDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 41 Type - Dart dump 
:Mine - Big John Date - August 21 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TDl1E 
A~ Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2~ Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 








Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TDllE 
A. Delays 
l. Truck Delays 
a~ Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
Ce Oi:;her Load 
Total 
3. 0-tber Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOT.AL TJME OBSERVED 
Number Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 
Time in Minutes 
Heading 


































TDAE STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 41 Type - Dart dump 
Mine - Big John Date - August 23 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TnIE 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 








Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TDJE 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
ao Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2 • Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b~ Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
be Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 
Number Loads T~ported 
Mileage Recorded 












































TD.IB STUDY OBSERVATION 
General S umm.ary 
Mine - Big John Date - August 21 to 25 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division 
I . PRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Travel Time 
1 . To Heading 
2 o Maneuvering 
Allowa.noe (Head) 




B. Tra.nspetration Ti.ma 
le Loading 
2 . Dumping 
Total 
Total Produotive Time 
II. NONPRODUCT:rvE TIME 
A. Delays 
l . Truck Delays 
a . 3reakdown 
b . Monnal 
2 o Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b e Avoidable 
o . Other Load 
Total 
3. other Delays 
A. At Grizzly 
b e Nonopera.ting 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TlliE OBSERVED 
Number Loads Tra...'"lSported 
Milea ge Recorded 
Heading Total %J 
481.5 12 . 9 
. ss.o 1 . 8 
515~5 13. 9 
53.0 1.4 
1116. 0 30.0 
767. 0 20. 5 
166. 0 4 . 5 
933. 0 25~0 
2049 . 0 55 . 0 
62 . 0 1 . 7 
99 . 0 2 . 7 
83. 0 2 . 2 
331 . 5 8 . 9 
65 ~5 108 
641 . 0 17.3 
66 ~0 1 . 8 
964. 0 25. 9 
1030. 0 27• 7 
1671. 0 45.o 






N 0 N 
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TIME DISTRIBUTION CHART 
TRUCK HAULAGE 
B I G J 0 H N M I N E 
TOTAL TIME 3,720 MIN L 0 A ,. D S I 18 
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Nonproductive time represents a very large pa.rt 0£ the total time 
in all recorded shifts. Truck 22 has an unsatisfaotory record• spend-
ing over 50 per oent in nonopera.·ting timeo Delays attributed to loader 
are particularly notioeable in heading 6 • As noted previously• there 
were too many haulage units available in that heading to be handled ef-
fectively by the draglinao 
TABLE 26 shows that 17.3 per oent of the total time investigated 
was oonsumed by delays of haulage units. This situation should be 
improved. 
Over one-quarter of the available time was not used in any opera-
tional work. This figure is twioe the maximum. calculated allowance. 
Pdt/Npdt ratios are £ar below the expected value of l/0.425• even 
though Trv/rrpt ratios show more favorable results. 
Canpendium 
The efficiency of the haulage at Big John Mine should be improved. 
At Oo9 truck capacity only 40 loads a shift are required to main-
tain the present mine output. At oa.lcu1ated possible capacity. 60 
loads a day would be required. Three trucks can transport this qua.l'.lti-
ty under a well managed plane 
One truck should be retired from aotive haulage and placed on a 
stand bT reserve basis. The other trucks then should be dispatched to 
the various loading area.a without overtaxing any single loader. 
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BLUE GOOSE l MINE 
Location 
The Blue Goose 1 Mine is in the ml of section 30, T . 29 Mo , R. 23 
E • • Otta.VJa County• Oklahoma. • 
Production 
Approximately 670 cans are hoisted during a shift. This repre-
sents an average production of 520 tons a day. 
Equipnent 
Three trucks are in operation, nos . 32• 33, and 34 Darl dwip 
trucks (100 UG) . Per£ormanoe characteristics for these vehicles are 







TRUCK PERFORMANCE - BLUE GOOSE l MINE 
(Courtesy of Eagle Picher Mn. & s . co.) 
June 1951 
Fuel Number Number 
Consumed of Loads of Shifts 
(gal. ) 
125 528 26 
125 513 25 






Loading ·18 performed by three draglines and one shovel. no. 18 
H D - s . Cumulative operating data for the shovel are given in TABIE 
28 . 
Hoisting 
In the Blue Goose 1 Mina the ore is can hoisted 412 feet to the 
surface hopper . The average hoisting cycle expends 39 seo.onds . The 
TABIE 28 
SHOVEL PERFORMANCE - BLUE GOOSE 1 MINE 
(Courtesy of Eagle Picher Mn. & s. co.) 









Shifts Labor Operating Operating 
Costs Costs Cost 
($/ron) 
18 120.923 396 $7.2880 $19,644. $0.162 
ore oan is loaded and ready £or hoisting in 19 seconds and the hooker 
waits 15 seoonds for the return 0£ the empty oa.n. 
As men and supplies are lowered through a different shaft. almost 
the entire working time can be utilized for ore hoisting. In 465 mi-
nutes, ns cans could be hoisted. This oompu-ted output is comparable 
to present production. 
Loadinj) 
Shovel no. 38 was studied when loading in high ground area. The 
. . 
results are summarized in TABLE 29. 
Motions 
le Move Back 
2 • Move Forward 
3. Load Dipper 
4. Move Back 
TABLE 29 
SHOvEL LOADING - BLUE GOOSE 1 MINE 
(Time in seoonds) 
Average Time 
C tnula ti ve Individual 
H D - 5 no. 28 












An average of asven ~pper£u1' were required for a 10 ton load. 
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The average loading time was 5o4 minutes, 'Which is poor shovel per-
£onna.nce. 
Of the three available draglinas, only two were in operation dur-
ing the visit to the mine. Average loading time f'or one draglina was 
slightly over 5 minutes which is considered excellent for this type of' 
loader. The incompetency of' the dragline opera.tor in number 3 heading 
is evidenced by an average loading time of 12.5 minutes. This situ-
ation will be discussed later. 
Haulage SJI! tam 
All loading areas in this mine are in high ground mining . Heading 
number 1 (Humba Lease) is located one-tenth mile :rrom the dumping ste.-
tion. In this heading the loading is done entirely by dragline which 
moves from one face to another as required by mining operations. Al-
though loading time was favorable, considerable time was wasted by the 
operator. 
Two methods of loading are in use in headings number 2 and 3 (Blue 
Goose Lease), located three-tenths mile f'ran the shaft. At one face · 
the loading is peri'ormed by dragline. This operation is parti oular.ly 
unsuccessful. The operator seldan places the loader in a favorable po-
sition and is prone to waste time in unnecessary scraper movement. 
Shovel loading is carried on at other faces in the same st9pe with fair 
results. 
Ore is mined in high groml.d on upper levels and slushed into 
raise-chutes to be loaded by dra.gline in heading n'Ulllber 4. No loading 
operations were being undertaken at this heading during the visit to 
the mine. 
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Heading 5 is located one mile i'rom the shai't and provides only a 
small part of the mine production. Loading is done by the shovel in a 
restricted area. 
The roads in most places are in good condition and loading areas 
are properly maintained. 
A drive-over gri.zzly is used in Blue Goose 1 Kina. This type of 
dumping station. which is illustrated in FIGURE 21, is the best om in 
use undergroUlld • Beoaus e truolaJ are not required to back in• little 
time is ooDSumed in the dumping operation and there is less fatigue on 
the driver than in the baok-in type ramp. The grizzly is constructed 
to permit all but the largest boulders to pass directly into the hopper. 
The inclined position of the first screen permits the oversize material 
to roll onto the second screen where secondary breaking is performed. 
In this manner. the screen is not readily clogged up after a truck has 
unloaded. The hopper under the screens provides suff'icient surge oa-
paci ty for oontinuous operation. 
Time Study Results 
Results of the time studies are summarized in TABIES 30 through 
34. Graphical representation of' the time distribution is given in 
FIGURE 22. 
As shovm in the General Summary (TABLE 34) • there is too much time 
wasted in nonproductive operations. The Pdt/Npdt ratio of' l/0.79 indi-
cates that too much nonproductive eff'ert was expelldad during the shifts. 
The leading factor of this situation was the poor truck perform.anoe 
reported in TABIE 32. In this case the truck was dependent on shovel 
loadillg and no provision was made for the use of alternative equipnent. 
FIGURE 21 
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TABLE 30 
TJME RATIOS OF HAULAGE SYSTEM 
Blue Goose 1 Mina 
Table Ton- Produo-tive Travel Travel -to Haad~ng 
N\.'allber Mileage NonprOductiva Trans petra tion Travel -to Shaft 
Time Ratio Time Ra -tio - Loading 
Time Ratio 
T- Mlg Pdtjllpdt Trvjrrp-t THjrsjLd 
31 1950 1/0.37 1/3.18 o.aoft/5.65 
1950 l/0.45 1fi~46 o.74/t/4.15 
32 735 1/=1..40 1/3.68 o. 79;,_/s.10 
1015 l/?.18 1/1.14 o.s3/:L/t.41 
33 900 l/0.91 1/2.13 o.97/=1./4.41 
1125 1/4.10 1/7.24 1.24/1/18.2 
34 47000 1/0.79 1/3.46 o. 79/1/5.20 
Ideal l/0.425 l/0.50 i.oofljl..oo 
The truck was f'oroed to wait whenavar repairs had to be made on the 
shovalo 
Truok-shif'-t studies of' truok 32 (TABLE 31) shows that the Pdt/Npdt 
ratios are within the desired limits. The corresponding Trv/rrpt ra- . 
-tios • however• indicate the operation was not as ettioient; as disclosed 
by the Pdt/l{pdt ratios. The loading periods were too great and are 
clearly illustrated by ·-the TH/rS/Ld ratios. This situation has been 
.disoussed earlier. 
Truck runs tabulated in TABLE 32 show that the same condition of' 
extensive loading time axis ts as in TABLE 31. In this case• however• 
the haulage distances are so short that the ordinary comparison of ra-
tios is not entirely justified. The most serious £ault is delays that 
are a-ttributable to the operator of' the loading machine • . 
Compendium 
The. equipment available £or ore transports. :t;ion is no-t being used 
TABLE 31 
TIME STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 32 Type - Dart dump 
-n-
Mine - Blue Goose l Date - August 11~ 15 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TD1E 
A. Traval Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Raad) 
3. To Shai't 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
bo Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a.. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonopera.ting 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TD.IB OBSERVED 
Number Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 


















































TlME STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 33 Type - Dart dunp 
Mine - Blue Goose 1 Date - August 13. 14 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division Heading % Heading 
" s 2 Total 3 
I. PRODUCTIVE TmE 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 1.5 14.0 15.5 24.5 
2 • Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 2~5 2.s 5~5 
3. To Shaf't 1.s la.o 19.5 3-So5 
Total 3~0 34.5 37.5 a.o 68.5 14.7 
B. Transpetration Time 
4~5 115~0 54~0 1. Loading 119.5 
2. Dumping 1~5 15~5 17.0 24.0 
Total 6~0 130.5 136.5 29~4 78 .• 0 16.S 
Total Productive Time 174.0 37~4 146.5 31.5 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TmE 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal s.o 7.5 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 125.5 125.5 224.0 
be Avoidable 96.o 96.0 
o. Other Load 15.5 15.5 35.5 
Total 243.0 52.3 267.0 57.5 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 11.0 11.s 
b. Nonoperating 37~0 40.0 
Total 48.o 10.3 51.s 11.0 
Totai lienEroduotive Time 291.0 62.6 318.5 68.5 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 465.o ioo.o 465.o 100-~0 
Num.b&r Loads Transported 1 10 il 13 
Mileage Recorded 0.1 600 6.7 7~8 
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TABIE 33 
T:Ilm STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 34 Type - Dart dump 
Mine - Blue Goose 1 Date - August 11• 14 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division Heading % Heading % 1 4 Total 
I . PRODUCTIVE TmE 
A. Travel Time 
l o To Heading 7. 5 24. 0 3lo5 18~0 
2 • Man()uvering 
Allon.nee (Head) a . s s. o 13. 5 7~5 
3. To Sha.ft 7. 0 25. 5 32 . 5 14. 5 
Tota1 23~0 . 54.5 77. 5 16. 7 40.0 8. 6 
B. Trans petra tion Time 
67~0 264~0 l. Loading 76. 5 143. 5 
2 . Dumping 11 . 5 io. o 21. 5 25~5 
Tote.I sa. o 11.0 165. 0 35o5 289 . 5 62 . 3 
Total Product ion Time 242 . 5 s2.2 329 . S 70. 9 
IIo NONPRODUCTION TJl[fiJ 
A. Delays 
l . Truck Delays 
a . · Breakdown 17G0 
b . Normal 
2 . Loadsr Delays 
a .• Breakdown 14.0 5~5 
b. Avoidable 14. 0 14 . 0 
Oo Other Load 90. 0 10. 5 ·· 100. 5 54 .• 0 
Total 145. 5 31.3 59 . 5 i2·. a 
3. Other Delays 
a . At Gr izzly 40. 0 10~0 
b • . Nonoperating 37.0 ss. o 
Total 11•0 16.5 76~0 16.3 
Total Non;eroduotive Time 222 . s 47.8 135.5 29 . l 
!'OTAL TIME OBSERVED 465. o ioo.o 465. o ioo. o 
Number Loads Transported 10 8 18 25 
Jileage Recorded 2 . 0 3. 0 s.o 4o5 
TABLE 34 
TIME STUDY OBSERVATION 
General S umm.arJ 
Mina - Blue Goose l Date - August 11 to 15 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Travel Tiro.a 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
All owa.noe ( Haa.d) 
3. To Shaf't 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
;•' a. Breakdown 
b~ Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a~ At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total lfonproduoti ve Time 
TOTAL T~ OBSERVED 
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to the greatest advan-tage. 
At tbe estimated oapaeity of 715 cans a day. approxiinately 62 
truok loads a shift would be required. With three trucks in operatien. 
the demand of 20 loads a ahif't oan be met easily by each mrl.t. Ret~re­
ment of one truok would require a oarefully planned distribution o£ 
equipnent a.nd elimination of all delays and therefore is not suggested 
at this time. 
The dragline operating in heading nunber 2 should be retired f'ran 
servioe. Under normal operating conditions. the shovel oan load two 
truoka in both headings nqnber 2 and 3 without diffioul ty. A planned 
cycle• with alternate loadipg in case of shovel breakdown. can be de-
vised to provide at least 30 loads f'rom the shovel. The other truck• 
loading from n'tlnber 1 heading could provide the remaining necessary 
loads. This plan would require increased operational ef'f'iciency f'rom 
the remaining draglines. 
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BLUE GOOOE 2 MINE 
Location 
The Blue Goose 2 Mine is in the st of section 30• T. 29 N •• R. 23 
E • • Ottawa County• Oklahoma.. 
Production 
An average produo·tion of 550 tons a day is realized at this mine. 
EquiIDent 
Haulage is per£onned by three diesel trucks and one battery truck. 
The diesel units are: no. 14 Dart truck-trailer (D-100 UG). no. 16 l!aok 
truck-trailer. and no. 21 Ford truck-trailer. Perf'ormanoe data £or 







TRUCK PERFOR!WroE - BLUE GOOSE 2 MINE 























Loading equipnent includes three draglines and one shovel• H D -5 
no. 1. Operating data for the shovel are given in TABLE 36. 
~~ 
Hoisting is done by a modern be.lanced hoisting system. Time study 
of hoisting shawa that one skip is loaded• hoisted. and returDsd for 





SHOVEL PERFORMANCE - BLUE GOOSE 2 Mnm 
(Courtesy of Eagle Picher Mn. & s. Co.) 





















cyole is one and one-half minutes; therefore 285 skips oould be hoisted 
each shi:f't in the time allot·ted for hoisting. The represents a hoist-
ing capacity of approximately 740 tons a day. 
Loading 
Shovel no. 1 is used exclusively for loading in a high ground 
stope. Time study results are summarized in TABLE 37. An average of 
8 dipperfulls were required for one truck load. Total loading time was 
5 minutes and is considered a fairly satisfactory result. 
Motion 
1. Move Back 
2 • Move Forward 
3. Load Dipper 
4. Move Back 
TABLE 37 
SHOVEL LOADING - BLUE GOOSE 2 MINE 
(Time in seconds) 
H D - 5 no. l 
Average Time 
Individual Cumulative 











Most of the draglines were operating below standard perf.ormanoe. 
Average loading times were recorded as: no. 2. 7.0 minutes1 no. 3, 7.5 
minutes; and no. 4, a.o minutes. Improved perf'ormance should be ex-
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peoted from these machines with planned ef':f ort on the part o:f the oper-
a tors. 
¥8-ulage System 
All mining areas in the mine are located from four to six-tenths 
mile :fran the shaft and are reached by roads in good condition. 
Number 1 heading (Blue Goose Lease). in a high ground area. is a 
narrow stope requiring difficult vehicle maneuvers. Loading is dona 
entirely by shovel in this area. 
The remaining headings are in sheet ground• most of which have a 
low back and poorly maintained approach roads• These include no. 2 
(Blue Goose Lease). noso 3 and 4 (Seesaw Lease). in which all loading 
is aooomplishad by draglinas. 
The danping station is made up o:f two hoppers set on opposite 
sides of the shaft. This permits . two trucks to dump simultaneously and 
avoids macy delays. The grizzlies are located in the loading pocket 
under the hopper chutes, rather than over the hopper as in most mines. 
In this manner. the ore is dumped directly into the hopper and is f'ed. 
as required. through 'the hopper gate. The material falls onto the 
screen before going into the loading ohute. FIGURE 23 A illustrates 
the grizzly arrangamem. and FIGlJRE 23 B shows the skip in the loading 
pocket. The arrangement of these screens requires the skip-tenders to 
olear the grizzlies and br.eak oversized material so that much of' .the 
aotual loading time is expended in tbat work~ If' grizzlies were con-
struc~d at the dumping level. more loading time would be available at 
the pocket and tha hopper chutes would not olog up as readily as they 
do at present. The two hoppers provide sufficient surge capacity under 
nonn.al haulage con.di tions. 
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FIGURE 23 A 
BLUS GOOSE 2 HOPP~R GRIZZLY 
The griasly is looa.ted in the loading pocket. below the hopper gate. 
FIGURE 23 B 
SKIP HOISTil~ 
A two ton skip is in the loading pocket prior to being hoisting. 
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Time Study Results 
Haulage study results are sUlIIXD8.rized in TABIES 38 through 45. 
TABIE 38 
TTh'o"F, MTIOS OF HAULAGE SYSTEM 
Blue Goose 2 Mina 
Table Ton- Productive Travel Travel Hee.di~ 
Number Mileage NonprOduotive Trans petration Travel Shaft 
Tilll.e Ratio Time Ratio toe.ding 
• Time Ratio 
T-Mlg Pdtfarpdt Trv/Trpt TH/rS/Ld 
39 4050 l/0.42 l/o.ao i.osft/1.so 
40 2460 1/0.82 l/0.82 1.54/)./0.91 
41 1450 1/1.61 l/0.59 o.75/1/1.os 
42 3260 1/0.63 1/0.92 l.05ft~.61 
43 2510 l/0.60 l/0.68 1.03/1/1.29 
44 3130 1/0.45 l/0.85 o.97/1/i.47 
45 99400 l/0.68 . 1/0.78 o.97/1/1.38 
Ideal l/0.425 l/0.50 l.00/1/1.00 
The cumulative totals of the haulage operations are presented in 
TABLE 45. The results are represented graphically in FIGURE 24. 
As in other oases considered• nonproductive time is a ver-~ large 
portion of the total working; time. Trv/,rrpt ratios indicate that load-
ing times represent longer periods than should be expected. This situ-
ation demands corrective measures in operational methods. especially in 
reference to loading praotioeso Truck break.downs consume 13.5 per cent 
of the total time and should be reduced by more careful inspection and 
preventive maintenance. 
The battery truck averaged f'ive 10 ton loads a sh:i.£t, and is a 
negligible · contribution to the total output. 
TABIE 39 
TIME STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 14 Type - Dart trailer 
Mine - Blue Goose 2 Date - August 7 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. T~vel Time 
l. To . Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3. To Shaft 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
l. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdovm 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
e. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total NonEroductive Tillie 
TOTAL TmE OBSERVED 
Number Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 



















































TD.m STUDY OBSERVATIOM 
Truok no. 14 Type - Dart trailer 
Mine - Blue Goose 2 Date . - A ugtlB t 8 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division Heading l 4 2 Total 
I. PRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Travel Thie 
1. To Heading 34.0 19.0 4.5 57.5 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 14.0 2.5 16.5 
3. To Shaft 33.5 24.5 5.0 63.0 
Total 81.5 43.5 12.0 137.0 29.5 
B. Transpatration Time 
1. Loa.ding 47.5 43.5 s.o 97.0 
2. Dumping 10.5 4.5 1.0 16.0 
Total 58.0 48.0 7.0 113.0 24.3 
Total Produotive Time 250.0 53.8 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TD!E 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdovm. 128.5 
b. Normal s.o 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 10.0 10.0 
Oe Other Load 15.5 15.5 
Total 159.0 34.2 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly ls.o 
b. Nonoperating 41.0 
Total 56.0 12.0 
Total BonEroductive Time 215.0 46.2 
TOTAL TlME OBSERVED 465.0 100.0 
Number LOe.ds Trans ported 10 5 1 16 
Mileage Recorded a.o 6.0 1.4 15.4 
T.A.BIE 41 
TlME STUDY ODJERVATION 
Truok noo 16 . Type - Mack trailer 
Mine - Blue Goose 2 . ·Date - August 9 
Time in li!inu'tes 
Tixile Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TmE 
A. Travel Time 
le To Read'ing 
2 • li!al:leuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3. To Shaft 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TlME 
A. Dela.JS 
l. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
z. Loader Dela.ya 
a. Breakdown 
b • . \ A.voidable 
o • other Load 
Total . 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Griz sly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproduoti-p Time 
TOTAL TmE OBSERVED 




























TlME STUDY O~ERVATION 
Truck no. 16 Type - Maok -Crailer 
Mine - Blue Goose 2 Da'te - August 8 
Tim.a Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TJME 




3. To Shaft 
Total 




Total Production Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TllJE 
A. Delays 
l. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. lform.e.l 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. -other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
_ a.. At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproduotive Time 
TOT.~ TD~ OBSERVED 
Number Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 


















































TIME STUDY O~ERVATION 
Truck no. 21 Type - Ford trailer 
Mine - Blue Goose 2 Date - August 9 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTI\TE TJME 




3. To Sha.ft 
Tota.l 




Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TWIT!; 
A. Delays 
l. Truok Delays 
a.. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TDIB OBSERVED 
Number of · Loads Trans ported 
Mileage Recorded 






















































TDAE STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 21 Type - Ford trailer 
Mine - Blue Goose 2 · Date - August 10 
Time in Minutes 
Time Di'V'ision 
I. PRODUCTIVE TlME 
A. Travel Time 
l. To Heading 
2 • Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3. To Shaf't 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
o. ·Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonopera ting 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 
















































TJME STUDY OBSERVATIOU 
General Summary 
Mine - Blue Goose 2 · Date - August 7 to 10 
Time in Minutes 
Time Di vis ion 
I. PRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Travel Tine 
1. To Heading 
2. :Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3. To Sha£t 
Total 




Total Product~ve Time 
II. MONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. Other Loa.d 
Total 
3. ·other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TU.W. OBSERVED 

















































S HA FT 
TIME DISTRIBUTION CH ART 
TRUCK HAULAGE 
BLUE G 0 0 S E 2 MINE 
T 0 T A L T I M E 2 , 7 · 9 0 M I N LOADS IOI 
Compendi\a 
At the estimated maximum produotion ·of 720 tons a day 82 loads 
would be required. whereas at present average rate. 62 loads are pro-
duoed. In either case. haulage demands could be met by the three diesel 
,, 
uni ts now in operation. One truok usually is loaded fran the shovel 
while the other two alter'Jl&te be'blreen the three draglines as production 
demands. The individual requirement would be appro:x::Lmately -7.300 ton-
miles (27 loads x 10 tons/load x 27 miles) which would have to be ac-
oan.plished with greater operational efficiency than presently. is real-
ized. The battery truck could be retired from active service. 
Because most of the nonproductive time represents improvable con-
ditions. the supervisors can insure better equipn.ent; perf'ormanoe by 




Mining operation of the Goodwin Mine are in progress in the NE! 
&lJd. HViswl of seotion 17. T. 29 N •• R. 23 E., Otta.-wa County. Oklahoma.. 
Production 
Average daily production is 400 tons. and is maintaimd by hoisting 
510 cans a shif't. 
Eg.uipnent 
Haulage uni ts are: nos. 43 and 47 Dart dump-trucks (D-100 UG) J 
nos. 46 and 56 Dart truck-trailers (D-100 UG) ; and no. 52 Autooar truok-
trailer (AC-C-50-D-48). All these units are new and ~re acquired in 










TRUCK PERFORMANCE - GOOD\VIN :MINE 
(Courtesy of' Eagle Picher Mn. & S. Co.) 
June 1951 
Fuel Number Number 
Consumed of' Loads of Shifts 
(gal.) 
90 155 15 
85 301 23 
90 203 23 
20 173 17 








Truck no. 56 is not in continuous use but is kept as a reserve 
All ·loading is performed by shovels: no. 28 Eimoo 102J no. 27 A. c. 
HD - 5; no. 30 International Lodover (T D - 9); no. 33 A. c. HD - 9; 
-98-
and a Hough Payloader. Cumulative operating characteristics for three 








SHOVEL FERFOR11A.NCE - GOODVvIN MINE 
(Courtesy of' Eagle Picher :Mn. & s. Co.) 
Cumulative data to June l, 1951 
Total Operating Total 
Shilts Labor Operating 
Costs Costs 
/ 
51 $ ' 962. $2,272. 
58 1,145. 1,475. 









Hoisting is dona by the can system.. The average hoisting cycle is 
34.2 seconds. This insures an average daily hoisting capacity of 735 
cans, or 580 tons. 
Loading 
Time study of shovel loading is ,·: presented in TABLE 48. 
The HD - 9 shovel, because of the large dipper capacity, is the 
fastest loader (average loading time of 3 minutes). The Lodover, with 
an average loading time of 3.8 minutes, is also an e.f:ricient unit. 
Because of traction difficulty• the Payloa.der was timed as one of the 
slower loading uni ts and required 5. 7 minutes to complete one truck 
loadn 
The Eimoo and the E D - 5 were not. being used for loading purposes 
while this study was made. 
Although some of the loaders in the Goodwin Mine are on experi-
mental use only• the mill8 has the most equipnent in the d.iatriot. 
TABLE 48 
SHOVEL LOADING - GOODVr:m MINE 
(Tme in seccmda) 
. . 
Motion Average Time 
1. Move Back 
2. Move Forward 
3. Load Dipper 
4. Move Back 
5. Move Fon-.rd, and Dlap 
Average number of dippers 
1. Move Back 
2 • Move Forward 
3. Load Dipper 
4. Move Back 
5. Move Forward and Dunp 








f-or a 10 ton load - 7 

















International Led.over no. 30 
1. l!ove Forward 
2. Lead Dipper 
3. 140"99 Ba.ck 
4. DlDp _ 












!hree loading areas were being used during tlle Tisi t to the m.ille. 
Reading manber -1 ( Otls W,hi te Lease) is in . sheet ground area. eight-
tenths mile fran the shaft, and is on a higher elevation than the main 
haulage level. The stope is accessible only to dunp truok:a.. The ap-
. ' 
proaoh road.a are in poor ccmd.1 tion and requires veey careful drJ:rl.i:tg. 
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Loading was per.formed by the H D - 9 shovel. although the Lodover was 
used temporarily and unef£ectively because of the low back. 
Heading nunber 2 (Otis VJhite Lease) is also in sheet ground. seven-
tenths mile f'rom. the dumping station. The Payloader was used for load-
ing in this area. 
The Payloader was used also alternately with the Led.over in number 
3 heading (La Salle Lease) located one and one-tenth mile f'rom the 
shaft. This a.re• is very constricted and muoh of the travel time of 
the truck is consumed in the actual approach roads of' the stope. The 
loader operates in such a restricted area as to impair its effectiveness. 
The dumping station is a drive-over type with the grizzly set at 
haulage level. Much of the grizzly delay time could be eliminated by 
the construction of a dual screen station. as there is suff'icient space 
for two trucks to maneuver freely. FIGURE 25 shows a truck-trailer in 
the process of' dumping at the station. 
The roads in the mine are well maintained except in the immediate 
areas of' loading. 
Time Study Results 
The truck-shift operations are presented in TABLES 50 through 54. 
The cumulative time totals a.re in TABLE 55 and are represented graphi-
cally in FIGURE 26. 
The time study results show that th.a operations of' the haulage 
system are belaw standard. Almost every type of' delay exists and oan 
be attributed to various causes. One excessive delay that is particu-
larly noticeable is grizzly delay time. With a single dump ramp. some 
delay may be expected but it is evident that in this case the delays 
FIGURE 25 
TRUCK-TRAILER DTI1iPilIG AT SHAFT STATIO!I 
A diesel truck is in the process of dumping a 10 ton load 
over the dumping ram.p grizzly. 
-101-
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are iioo large. There ~ ac'bually -too· maey trucks operating for the 
produotion obtained. 
In most oases. the Trv,hrpt and TH/J!Sfi,d ratios are c1ose to de-
aued . values (l/0.5 and i.oofl/l.oo reap9o"tively) and indicate that the 
actual runs are normal 8.D.d the loading- j;imea within desired limi ta • 
.Anather evidenoa of e:xoessiTe naber of haulage units ia " tbe per-
sistence of avoidable delays 1'bioh are caused by olle truck waiti.llg for 
others to be loaded. 
UBIB 49 
TlllE RATIOO OF RA.ULA.GE SYST.EX 
Goodwin Mille 
Table Ton- Pr~uetiTe Travel Travel HeacH~ 
lftnber Mile~e 1Ionpr0duoti""n Transpe-tra tlon T:raTel Shaft 
Tme Ratio Time Ra-tio Loa.ding 
Time Ratio 
T-Mlg Pd:bftrpdt Trvftrpt Tlr/m/Ld 
50 5410 l/0.52 1/0~"1 0~90/J./0~53 
3940 1/)..oa i/o.ss_ 0.91/)./0.92 
51 4540 l/0.99 l/0.60 . o.92/1./o. 79 · · 
52 4S30 l/0.67 1/0.47 o.9an./o. 79 · 
53 2230 i/1..oo 1/0.36 o.84/l/o.G3 
2240 ' 1/0~83 l/.0.51 1 •. 04/;L/l.Ol 
64 1930 l/0~89 1/0.67 0.92/L/l.29 
2SOO 1/0.65 1/o.s6 0. 84/l/J.. 07 
55 2oiooo 1/0.80 l/0.52 0.93/l/O.SG 




T:IME STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 43 Type - Da.rl dlan.p 
MillB - Goodwin Date - JUly 13. 14 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TlME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Beading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowanoe (Head) 
3. To Shaft 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NOMPRODUCTIVE TD!E 
A. Delays 
1. Truok Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakxlown 
b. Avoidable 
o. Other Loe.d 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Griszly 
b. llonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOT.AL TD.m OBSERVED 
Nunber Loads Transported 
Mileage . Recorded 





















































TDm STtmY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 46 Type - Dart trailer 
Mille - Goodwin Date - July 18 
Time in Minutes 
Tine Division Heading 
1 2 Total 
I. PRODllCTIVE TDJE 
A. Travel Time 
l. To Reading 6.5 59.5 66.0 
2 • M&neUV'ering 
Allawanoe (Head) 3.0 5.0 a.o 
3. To Shaft . ll.5 60.5 n.o 
Total 21.0 125.0 146.o 31.4' 
B. Transpetration Time 
1. Loa.ding 19.0 38.0 57.0 
2. Dumping 9.0 21.s 30.5 
Total 28.0 59•5 87.5 18.S 
T ota.l Produoti ve Ti.me 233.5 50.2 
II. lTONPRODUCTIVE TmE 
A. Delays 
l. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 6.5 
b. Normal 10.0 
2. Loader Dela:ya 
a. Breakdown 6.5 6.5 
b • . Avoidable 25.5 37.0 62.5 
c. Other Load 45.0 45.0 
Total 130.5 28.l 
3. Other D8 la.ya 
a. At Grissly 51.5 
b. Nonoperating 49.S 
Total 101.0 21.7 
Total E'o~roduotive Time 231.5 49.8 
' TOTAL TD&E OBSERVED 465.o 100.0 
Nqnber Loads Transported 5 12 17 
Mileage Reoorded 7.5 19.2 26.7 
TABLE 52 
T:nnE STUDY OffiERVATIOM 
Truok no. 46 Type - Dart trailer 
Mine - Goodwin Date - Jullr 17 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TllE 
Ao Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowanoe (Head) 
3. To Sha.£t 
Total 




Total Produotive Time 
II. NO?Il'RODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Dela.ya 
l. Truok Delays 
a. Breakdown 
be Normal 
2. Loader Dela.ya 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
o. · Other Load 
Total 
3. Other De1ays 
.a. At Grissly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
To~ Nonproduotive Time 
TM.AL TIME OBSERVED 
Number Loads Tra.n.spor"bed 
Mileage Recorded 



































TDm STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 47 Type - Dari; dQlip 
Mina - Goodwin Date - July 16, 17 
T~ in Minutes 
Time Division Heading % % 3 3 2 Total 
I. PRODUCTION TIME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 67.5 35.5 . 42.0 77.5 
2 o ~neuvering 
.A.llowa.noe (Head) 23.0 4.5 12.0 16.5 
3. To Shaft 80.5 33.0 41.5 74.5 
Total 171.0 36.8 73.0 96.5 168.5 ss.2 
B. Transpetration Time 
1. Loadillg .50.5 13.0 62.0 75.0 
2. Duanping 11.0 3.5 s.o ll.5 
Total 61.5 13.2 16.5 70.0 86.5 18.6 
Total Productive Time 232.5 50.0 255.0 54.8 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
1. Truok Delays 
a. Breakdown 4.0 19.5 
b. Nonnal 7.5 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 20.0 20.0 
bo Avoidable 9.5 39.0 39.0 
c. Other Load 54.0 10.0 25.5 35.5 
Total 67.5 14.5 121.5 26.2 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 114.5 36.5 
b. · 'llonoperating 50.5 52.0 
Total 165.0 35.5 88.s 19.0 
Total NonEroduotive Time 232.5 50.0 210.0 45.2 
TO'liL TIMB OBSERVE)) 465.0 100.0 465.0 100.0 
Number Loads Transported 10 4 7 11 
Mileage Reoorded 22.3 9.2 11.2 20.4 
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Tll!E STUDY OBSERVATION . 
Truok no. 52 Type - Autooar trail-er 
Mille - Goodwin Date - July is. 17 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TlME 
.&. Travel Time 
1~ To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance {Head) 
3. To Shaft 
Total 




Total Produotive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE Tll4E 
A. Delays 
l. Truok Delays 
a. Bree.blown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Dela.ya 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
o. Other Load 
Total 
3. other Delays 
a. At Grissly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL Tll!E omERVED 
Total Load• Transported 
Mileage-Reoorded 


















































TIME STtIDY OBSERVATION 
General Summary 
Mine - Goodwin Date - July 13 to 18 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3. To Shaft 
Total 




Total Produotive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TlME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Mormal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c.. O-ther Load 
Total 
3. other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonopera. ting 
Total 
Total Nonproduotive Time 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 
. . 
Nunber Loads Transported 
Mileage •eoorded 


























F I G U R E 26 
TI ME DISTRIBUTJON CHART 
TRUCK HAU LA GE· 
GOODWIN ' MINE 
TOTAL TIME 3,720 MIN LOA 0 s- Ill 
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Cc:mpendian 
At the estimated production of 580 tons a day. approximately 65 
truck loads a shift would be required. · If three trucks were· in oper-
atiom.. only 22 loads would have -to be h1rnc:Ued by each unit. !'here are 
., 
enough ·loaders to permit ea.oh truck to be loaded by an individual 
shovel. Thia would tend to eliminate- all avoidable. other load. and 
grizzly delays. OJJe truck oould be kept aa a rese·rve unit if desired 
and the fifth truck should be released to another mine. 
Three loaders could handle effectively all loading. When neoea-
sary 'two truoka could be loaded by one shovel wi-thout imparing produo-
tion. as loading ti.me cycles consume less time than travel . time cycles 
in all oases studied. 
When there is more potential capacity in use in aey haulage sY,Stan 
than is actually required. the ef:teotiwness of ea.oh unit ia decreased 
considerably. This condition exists at the GoodWin Mille and can be 
corrected by planning a transportation system whoae eapac_ity is oCinpa-
ra.ble to actual production. 
-111.-
Location 
The H~ba.lma:ttah Mine is located in the :m:-1 and the E--! o£ aeo-
tion 30, T. 29 11 •• R. 23· E •• Ot1awa CountJ'. Ok:lahema. 
Preduo.tion 
The average daily prod.uotiQn of ore is approximately 400 tons. 
Equil!l!nt 
Three haulage units are in operation: no. 2.f. Autooar d1:111.P-truok; 
nos. 27 and S7 Dart 4'Ullp-truolas •. Operational data for these units are 







ttOOK PERFORMANCE - HllCBAHNATTAH llIBB 
(Courtesy of Eagle Pioher Jin. & s. Co.) 
J\11:18 1961 
Fuel N'1mlber ?llaber 
Consuned of Load.a of Shifts 
(gal.) 
160 480 26 
170 635 26 






The truoka have been in operation frQll om tO two years am are in 
good. oonditien. 
~e dra.glines; no. 14 HD - 5 ahO"NJ.1 
and no. 23 H T - 4 Traxoava.tor shovel• Cqnulative operating data for 
.the two shovels are giTen in TABIE 67. 
Hoisting 






SHOWL PERFOEJIANCE - mlmAll!IATTAH KmE 
(Courtesy of Eag1e Picher. Mn. &: S. Co.) 
Cqnul.ative data to J .une. 1. 1951 
. Total Total Operating Total 
Tona Shifts Labor Operating 
Loaded ·Costs Coats 
69.211 487 11.121. 125.667. 
so. 709 229 .4.196. . l0.932. 








hopper underground ia loeated a.ao.e distance i'rom the abaft so that the 
cane are not loaded and transported on a bumper oar. Cans are loaded 
at the hopper on individual track-oars and pulled in groups of 16 cans 
by a main 8.lld back tail rope system. The hooker moves the train each 
tiJne a C&.ll is hoisted to plaoe the next oar under the hoisting oeni:;er. 
The train is moti'Yated by OQD.preaaed air hoiata • 
The hoiatillg time oycle in the 307 i'eet aha.ft is approx:lmately 40 
.. 
aeoollda. During one shift about 640 oana may be hoisted 8.lld thus a 
ma:rimum. mine produotion of 500 tons may be· obtaiDad.. During the tu.a 
atuccy- period a nsw hoisiaan was working at the miDe and had not ac-
quired proficiency in operating the hoist. Therefore. the hoisting 07-
cle may be of shorter dura. ti.on &.lld the actual -oa.paoi 'tJ' larger than indf-
oated here. 
Loed'ng 
Reau1ta of time studies of ahovel loadiDg a.re presented in TAHU: 
sa. 
The average loading time for the HD - 5 shovel was 4.4 minutes. 
and for the Traxcavator 5.6 minutes. Although -the 9ho-vela are used 
TABLE 58 
SHOVEL LOADING - HOMBA.HW'ATTAH MINE 
(Tine in seconds) 
Motion 
1. Move Baak 
2. Move Forward 
3. Load Dipper 
4. Move Ba.ck 
s. M~ve Forward a.nd Dump 
Average number of' dippers 
1. Move Back 
2 • Move Forward 
3. Load Dipper 
4. Move Back 
s. Move Forward and D'Um.p 
Average number of dippers 
Average Time 
Individual Cumulative 






for a 10 ton load - 7 


















alternately in tho same headings. the difference in_ time oyoles can be 
attributed to the dif'f'erenoe in ability and competence of the operators. 
FIGURE 2 7 shows a Tre.xoava tor shovel dumping a dipperf'ull into a 
waiting truck. 
"> 
Dragline loading time varies f'r<1n 5 to 10 minutes. The opera.tor 
in heading 4 was slow while the one in heading 1 completed loading in 
much better manner. 
Haulage Sys tea 
Although there are many producing areas in the mine. only four 
were being operated during this investigation. Heading 1 (Humbahwatta.h 
Lease)• · located three-tenths of a mile fl'an the dumpi?lg station. is in 
an extensive sheet ground area. Loa.ding is performed by dragline and 
a high degree of' effioienoy is maintained. 
FIGURE 27 
SHOVEL LOADING 
A Traxoavator shovel is in the prooess o£ dumping 
a dipperi'ull of ore into a diesel truck. 
- 114-
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Hea~ 2 (Woodchuck Lease) is a. high greund a-tope which ia lo-
oa ted four-ten-tbs mile from the abaft • 
.Ano-ther high ground s-tope;. headbg 3 (Rumba.hwattah Lease). ia lo-
., 
oa-ted five-tenths mile f'ran the sha:f't. Mining proceeds in a restricted 
area and shovel loading is dif'ficul t. 
.. 
In Luoq B~l Lease there are two h9adinga : nllD.ber 4 in high 
ground area. where loading is aooomplished by dragline; nlDber & A in 
. . 
•_J 
sheet ground area. where shovels perlo~ the loading. The d.ista.noe 
f'ran the shaft to these headinga ~ nearly one mile. 
The roads in the mine are in f'air oondi 'bion. al though in the aotual 
loading areas malaeUYerability is hampered by the reatrioted area and 
UDl9Ven floor. 
The dum.piDg station is of the baok-in type and uaea a single 
aoreen. The approach i.8 oonatruoted in such a manner aa to requ1.re the 
truolDI to baok in atrai.ght• and opera-tor Tiai'bility ia dif'f'ioult. In 
moat mines. the truok oan move ba.ok through an arc. permitting greater 
range of' vision for the driwr. 
'fbLe Study Reaul ta 
Tabula-bad reaulta of' truok-ahift •tudiea are in T.A.BJBS 60 through 
66. Total. a..arised values are presented in T.&.BIB 88 8.Dd illustrated 
in FIGURE 28. 
Beoauae of exoeaaiTe grisal7 clel.aya. productive time in the -truok-
ahift studies' are unfavorable. Pdtfepclt rat1.oa (TABLB 69) show olearly' 
tha:t the haulage •peratiom are no't prooeedillg ef'£1oien1;l.J'. Truo~ and 
ahoTel d.elaya are not exo•••iv.~ exoept ~or other load delays. 
Due to hoiat equiplaen-t brealalami and the inexperienoe of the oper-
-116-
ator~ the hoisting output was less than iihe capacity of the haulage 
system. For this reason the Ulldarground hopper was mpt full a greater 
part of the s·hif-t. A large proportion of' the grizzly delays resul tad 
£ran this situation. 
Table Ton-
TABIE 59 
TIME RATIOO OF BA.ULA.GE SYSTE'M 
Humbahwa ttidl Mine 
Production Travel 
Number Mileage Nonproduction Transpetration 
Time Ratio Time Ratio 
T-Mlg Pdt/Npdt Trvfrrpt 
60 2450 1/0.79 1/0.70 
61 2130 l~.77 1/1.30 
62 1870 in..40 1/0.68 
63 2130 lft.oo l/0 •. 87 
64 1150 lfi.14 1/0.83 
65 2510 1/0.83 1/1.35 
66 73600 1/1.18 l/0.91 












0 0 91/1/1. 64 
i.oo/1fl.oo 
Trvjrrpt and TH/rS/Ld ratios indicf\te that loading cycles need 
improvement. Slow dragline operations and one slow shovel (no. 23) 
should receive spacial attention f'rosn supervisors. 
Compendium 
At est:bnated maximt1n production approximately GO truck loads would 
be necessary in one shif't. This demand could not be met very readily 
by two trucks while three would provide ample capacity. At the most. 
a.ooo ton-miles could be recorded by e.:ey- one truck (20 loads x 10 tons x 
40 miles). which is a reasonable value. 
As there are two independent shovels, opera ting more efficiently 
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TA.HIE 60 
TDAB STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 24 Type - .Autoear dump 
Mine - Hun.bahwattah · Da-te - August · 2 
Time in Minu~s 
T• . Division Heading % 
4 3 l Total 
I. PRODUCTIVE TmE 
A. Traw 1 Time 
1. To Heading 11.s 45.5 6.0 62.0 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowanoe (Head) 1.5 10~0 1.0 12.s 
3. To Shaft 11.5 "59.5 3.0 74.0 
4. Ma.neuverillg 
Allowanoe (Shaft) l.O 3.0 0.5 4.5 
Total 25.5 118.0 9.5 153.0 32.9 
B. Transpetration Time 
1. Loading 15.5 71.5 5.0 92.0 
2. Dumping 2.0 11.5 l.O · 14.5 
Total 17.5 ss.o 6.0 106.5 22.9 
Total Productive Time 259.5 55.8 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TJME 
.&.. Delays 
1. Truok Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Nonnal s.o 
2. Loader Delays 
a• Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 10.0 11.0 21.0 
o. Other Load a.o a.o 
Total 34.0 7.3 
3. Other D$lays 
a. At Grizzly 123.5 
b. Nonoperating 48.0 
Total 171.5 36.9 
Total Non;eroduotive Tixne 205.5 44.2 
TOT.AL Tlim OBSERVED 465.0 100.0 
Number Loads Transported 2 15 1 18· 
Mileage Reoorded 3.6 9.0 1.0 13.6 
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TABLE 61 
TIME STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 24 ·Type - . .Auto car dump 
Mina - Humbahwattah Date - August 4 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TlME _ 
A. T:tavel Time 
l. To Reading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
























B. Transpetration Time 
1. Loading 7.0 












Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE Tnm 
A. Delays 
l. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a.. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
o. other Load 
Total 
3. other Delays 
a. At Griazly 
b. Monopera ting 
Total 
Total Nonproduotive Time 
TOTAL T Jl1E OBSERVED 

























TDlE STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 27 Type - .Dart dlallp 
Mine - Humba.hwattah · Da-te - August 4 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division Heading % 
4 4-A 2 Total 
I. PRODUCTIVE TlME 
A. Travel Time 
l. To Heading 14.5 7.5 27.5 49.5 
2. :Maneu9'ering 
Allowanoe (Hea.d) 2.0 0.5 4.5 1.0 
3. To Sha.:r't 16.0 7.5 31.0 54.5 
4. Maneuvering 
Ailowanoe · (Shaft) 1.0 o.s ·3.0 4.5 
Total 33.5 16.0 66.0 115.5 . 24.8 
B. Transpetra tion Tilne 
1. Loading 23.5 s.o 34.0 65.5 
2. Dunping 4.0 2.0 7.0 13.0 
Total 27.5 10.0 41.0 78.5 16.8 
Total Produotive Time 194.0 .fci .• 6 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TmE 
A. Delays 
l. Truck Delays 
a. Bre8.kxlown 9.0 
b. Nonnal 5.5 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 7.5 7.5 
b. Avoidable 
o. Other Load 1.0 s.o 15.0 
Total 37.0 s.o 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 180.0 
b. Nonoperating 54.0 
Total 254.0 50.4 
Total NonEroduoti"f9 Time 271.0 58.4 
TOTAL TDm OBnRVED 465.0 100.0 
Number of Loads Transported 4 2 6 12 
Mileage Reoorded 1.2 3.6 4.8 15.6 
TABIE 63 
TD.nn STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 2 7 Type - Dart d'Qnp 
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Mine - Hum.bah:wattah Date - August 3 
Time in Minutes 
Tixne Division Headi...TJ.g % 
I. PRODUCTIVE TlME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3. To Sha.:f't 
4. Maneuvering 
All owe.nee ( S haf"t} 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TmE 
A. Delays 
l. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TIME 013SERVED 
Number Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 

















































Tntm STUDY O:ESERV'ATIOM 
Truck no. 37 1'ype - Dart dump 
Mim - Hum.bahwati'Ah · Date - August 3 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division 
I. PRODOOTIVE TD!E. 
A. Travel Time 
l. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowanoe (Head) 
3. To Shaft 
4. Maneuvering 
Allowanoe . (Shaft) 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. DelaY's 
1. Truck De lays 
e.. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
e.. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3o other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproduotive Time 
TOTAL TDJE OBSERVED 



































TIME STUDY OBSERVATIOif 
Truck no. 37 Type - Dart dump 
Mine - H'Ulllbahwattah Date - August 2 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division 
3 
I. PRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Travel Time 
l. To Heading 8.5 
2. Maneuvering 
Allawanoe (Head) 0.5 
3. To Sha.ft 8.5 
4 . Maneuvering 


















B. Transpetration Time 
1. Loading 
2 • Dmping 
Total 
Total Productive Time 
II. lIDl~ODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader De lays 
a. Breakdown 
b~ Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3. other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonopera.ting 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 
Number Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 



































TIMl5 STUDY OBSERVATION 
Ge~l SlmD&ry 
lline - H"tDbahwa ttah . Date - August 2 to 5 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division Total % 
I. PRODUCT IVE T Jli4E 
A. T~"Nl Time 
l. To Heading 264.5 9.5 
2. Maneuvering 
Alla.nee (Head) 39.5 l.5 
3. To Shaf't 292.0 10.4 
4. ManeweriDg 
Allon.nee (lhai't) 17.0 0.6 
Total 613.0 22.0 
B. Transpetration Time 
l. Loading 478.5 17.0 
2. Diapillg 81.6 3.0 
Total 560.0 20.0 
Total Productive Time 1173.0 42.0 
II. N'Oln'RODUCTIVE TD!E 
A. DelaYs 
1. Truck Delays 
a.. Breakdown 40.0 1.4 
b. Normal 43.5 1.5 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 11.S 0.4 
b • .Avoidable so..o . 1.1 
c. Other Load 116.6 4.2 
Total 241.5 8.6 
3. other Delays 
a • .A-t Grissly 1002.5 36.0 
b. Nonopera'ting 373.0 "13o4 
Total 1375.5 49.4 
Total lfo~roduoti ve Time 1617.0 58.0 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 2790~0 100.0 
lit1nber Loads Tnmsported 88·· 
:Mileage Recorded 83.6 
-12_~ 
F .1 G U . R E ·2 8 
GRl 'ZZLY 
TIME DISTRIBUTION CHART 
·T RUCK HAULAGE 
HUMBA.HWATTAH M I N.E 
TOTA .L TIME 2 1 790 M'IN LOA OS ee 
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than draglines., only the loader now operati~ in heading number 1 
should be maintained. Shovel mobility permits any loading area. to be 
used promptly . Cycles in all cases · except in number 1 heading indicate 




The Kenoyer Mine is in the si!wt •. .,.i, and swifm:! o:f section 20. 
T. 29 N •• R. 23 E., Ottawa County, Oklahoma • 
. Produotion 
The average daily production of ore. is approximately 630 tons. 
This represents a hoisting rate of 820 oana through two shafts. 
Equipnent 
Five trucks are used in underground haulage: nos. 9, 10, 11, 20, 
and 42 Dart dump-trucks. Most isruoks are three years old and in fair 
condition. although no. 42 has been in ope.ration one. year and is in 
excellent condition. Typical truck. performance for one month is given 









TRUCK PERFORMANCE - KENOYER MINE 
(Courtesy of Eagle Picher Mn. & s. Co.) 
June 1951 
Fuel Number N\&ber 
Consumed of Loads of Shifts 
(gal.) 
1S5 522 26 
175 464 26 
70 369 20 
llO 370 26 








Trucks are loaded by: upper ground chuteJ two dragl"inea; nos. 4 
and 11 ~· c. H D - 5 sho~ls J no. 20 Eimoo 104 shovel. Cumulative cost 







SHOVEL PERFORMANCE - KENOYER :Mnm 
(Courtesy of Eagle Picher Mn. & s. Co.) 

































The ore is hoisted through two shaf'ts of equal capacity. Time 
studies conducted at each s~£t indicate that the hoisting cycles are 
approximately 36 seconds. Supplies are lowered through a third shaf't 
so that hoisting is not interrupted during the worktng period. The 
canbined hoisting capacity is 1450 cans a shift or 1,100 tons. This is 
based on 425 minutes opera.ting time. As more time is actually avail-
able, beoatise no time is consumed in hoisting supplies, the capaeity 
mAy be greater than estimated. 
Loading 
Time studies 0£ shovel operations are summarized in TABLE 69. 
These .figures represent average values of loading operations in several 
areas. Shovel no . 4 wa.a retired £or repairs during the period of the 
investigation. 
Average loading times were 3.1 minutes for the Eimco and 4.8 min-
utes for the H D - 5. These periods are considered eff'ioient for aaoh 
type of loader, although the H D - 5 can be operated f'aswr. 
TABLE 69 
SHOVEL LOADING - KENOYER MINE 
(Time in seconds) 
:Motion Average Time Illdividual C'Umulative 
1. Mova Back 
2. Move Forward 
3. Load Dipper 
4. Move 138.ok 
5. Mova Forward and Dump 
Average number 0£ dippers 






£or a 10 ton load - 7 
Eimco no. 20 
l. Move Forward 7 .o 
2. Load Dipper 8.0 
3. Mova Back 6.0 
4. Dump 2.0 











Dragline loading in heading 5 averaged 7.5 minutes and in heading 
1, 8.8 minutes. Results in this range indicate lack of' proficiency 0£ 
the opera tors • 
Haulage System. 
Ore hoisted through each shaft canes from certain areas• al though 
trucks may be re-routed occasionally to the more distant shaft. 
Ora hoisted through number 1 sha:rt is transported f'rom two areas. 
Heading number 4• only two-tenths mile from. the shaft• is in sheet 
ground area. Loading is peri'omad by shovel in several small room 
headings. As these headings a.re vecy small, the H D - 5 shovel is most 
affective in this area. 
Heading number 2 is a single high ground stope. eight-tenths mile 
f'rom sha.£t l. .. The EimcQ operates effectively in this area and is gener-
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ally used as the loading unit. 
Number 5 heading is a small producing room in sheet ground area 
located between the two shafts. It is usea primarily as an alternate 
loading area when a shovel breaks down or difficulties are encountered 
,, 
in other zones. 
Ore to be raised through the second shaft is obtained ·from two 
principal areas. High ground heading number 3• the largest producer. is 
located three-tenths mile f'rom the dumping point. The stope area is 
large and any of' the shovels can load e£factively. 
Heading number 1 is a high ground stope also and is located one 
mile i'rom shaft number 2. The floor, which is very rough and poorly 
ma.intaiDBd• increases the di:f'f'ioulty of' truck maneuverability. Loading 
is done with drag line in an average time of a. 9 minutes • This is very 
slow loading time. The dragline operator in this area is particularly 
inept and uncooperative. 
One ohute. referad to as heading number s. loads ore f'ran. aµ upper 
ground raise. The type of' chute designed for truck loading is ill us-
trated in FIGURE 2 9. It generally takes 2 minutes or less to load a 
"10 ton truck with a ohute. This loading point is not used on a · regular 
basis. 
:Most oi' the roads a.re in good condition. Stopa approaches and 
roads in the headings are in poor shape in m.a.ey areas. This situation 
is common to many mines and deserves more attention. Time spent in 
olean-up operations would be well rewarded by improved loading per:f'or.m-
ance and truck travel time~ 
The dumping stations are 0£ the baok-in type. FIGURE 30 shows a 
diesel truck unloading over the dumping ramp grizzly. 
FIGu"E 29 
U!ID~ GRO" ID LO.A.DI:i·:G c m.JTI!; 
Ore f'ram upper lev els is e;ravH .. -y f'e d 




TRUCK UNLQADnlG AT DUMPING STATION 
A 10 ton dump-truck is unloading ore over a hopper grigzly. 
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Time Study ResW:ts 
The time study results are presented in TABIES 70 through 79. 
TABIE 79 represents o'UfiiW.a ti ve t9tals of all truok-shi:fts • The time 
distribution is represented graphically in FIGURE 31. 
TABIE 70 
TmE RATIOS OF HA.ULA.GE SYSTEM 
Kenoyer Mine 
Table Ton- Productive Travel Travel Headif 
Number Mileage Nonpriiduot!ve Tre.nspetration "!'rave! §ha£ 
Time Ratio Time Ratio Loading 
Time Ratio 
T41lg Pdt/Npdt Trv/rrpt TH(.rs/Ld 
71 3610 1/0.54 ift.35 i.15/_1~. 72 
·72 3650 l/0.90 1/0.96 l.Ol/l/)..46 
73 1500 l/l.11 lfi.16 1.ssfifi.98 
74 3180 l/0.91 lfa.23 1.03/)./2.31 
75 1000 l/~.12 1/0.85 1.02/1/1.30 
780 1/0.76 l/0.85 o.98/lfi .34 · 
76 2000 l/0.63 1/0.61 1.01/J./)..06 
2750 1/0.62 1/1.27 0.90/J.ft.44 
77 7000 1/0.56 l/0.85 1. 01/l/L .2 8 
78 4020 1/0.97 l/L.35 0. 83/1/2 .24 
79 276000 1/0.76 1/1.00 1. 03 /1/1. 70 
Ideal 1/0.425 1/0.50 l.oo/J./J..oo 
Trucks no. 11 and 40 dQnp at num.ber 1 shaft. Nonproductive time 
for these units represents a very large proportion of to-tal operating 
tUlle. This shows up more clearly in the time ratios of TABLE 70. 
Grizzly and other load delays contribute greatly to the general ine~­
fectiveness of the haulage system. Planned distribution of equipnent 
can do much to reduce these delays. 
Truokir no. 9. 10 • and 20 unload at no. 2 shaft.· It may be noticed 
~t delays attributed to loaders represents a large proportion of the 
total time. Because loaders are considered subservient to the hau1age 
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units• -Gha proper distribution of shovels is important. 
Compend.iun 
The Kenoyer Mine bas a high hoisting capacity, widely dispersed 
mining zones• alld a large ntnber of hatll.age uni ts. These combined fac-
tors render e:f':f'eei;ive equii:ment distribution a vital necessity. As 
maey variations of equipnent and zone combination are possible. it is 
necessary to maintain close supervision and a oaref'ul oheok on production 
and equipment performance. 
The equipnent presently available does not have haulage capacity 
equal to possible mine capacity. I£ the units are used to a desired 
production of a.ooo ton-miles a shift. the present production can be 
increased greatly. At present only 56.7 per cent of the available time 
(TABLE 79) is uaed in actual productive effort. FIGURE 31 shows that, 
to a. large extent, time is consun.ed in various undesirable activities. 
Trucks should be pennitted to unload at either shaft as conditions 
warrant. When more than one truck is to be loaded from a par~~oular 
zone, the fastest loader should be used. The dumping stati.on should be 
determined by the relation of total travel ·tim.e cycle and the transpe-
tration time cycle so that delays at the shovel and grizzly are not 
introduced. 
A production of 900 to i.ooo tons could be obtained with an aver-
age of 6,000 ~on-miles a shif~ for each truck. As discussed earlier. 
this would_ be a reasonable aooanplishment. 
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TABLE 71 
TD.m STUDY OBSERVATIOli 
Truck no. 9 Type - Dart dump 
Mine - Ke n oyer Date - July 6 
Thne in Minutes 
Time Division Heading 
l 2 3 Total 
" I . PRODUCTIVE TnIE 
A. Travel Time 
1 . To Heading 13 . 0 17. 0 25 . 0 55 . 0 
2 . Maneuvering 
Allowanoe (Head) 2 . 0 4 . 5 5 . 0 11 . 5 
3·. To Shaft 12 . 5 12 . 0 23 . 5 48 . 0 
4 . Maneuvering 
illowance (Shaft) 1 . 5 4 . 0 --8.5 14. 0 
Total 19 . 0 37 . 5 62 . 0 128 . 5 2 7 . 6 
B. Transpetration TiJne 
l . Loading 36.5 38 . 0 56 . 0 130 . 5 
2. Dumping 3•5 9 . 0 3-0 . 5 43.0 
Total 40. 0 47 . 0 86 . 5 173.5 37. 5 
Total Productive Time 302 . 0 65.l 
II . NONPRODUCTIVE TmE 
A. De lays 
1 . Truck Delays 
a . BreQ.kxl.own 14 . 0 
b . Nonnal s.o 
2 . Loader Delays 
a. Brea.kxlown 
b . Avoidable 8 . 0 24 . 0 32 . 0 
o . Other Load 12 . 0 12 . 0 
Total 63 . 0 13 . 5 
3 . other Delays 
a . At Grizzly 48. 0 
b . Nonoperating 52 . 0 
Total 100. 0 21 . 4 
Total Non~roduoti ve· Time 163 . 0 39 . 9 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 465 . 0 100.0 
Nun.bar Loads Transported 4 5 12 21 
Mileage Recorded 8. Q 2 . 0 7.2 17.2 
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TABLE 72 
TIME STUDY OBSERVATIOl~ 
Truck no • . 9 Type - Dart dump 
Mine - Kenoyer De. te - July 7 
Time in 'Minutes 
TiJne Division Hee.ding % 
2 3 Total 
I. PRODUCTIVE THE 
A. Travel Time 
1 • . To Hee.ding 4.5 46•5 51.0 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 2.0 14.5 16.5 
3. To Sha:f't 4.0 46.5 50.5 
4 . Maneuvering 
Allowance (Shaft) 1.0 6.0 1.0 
Total 11.5. 113.5 125.0 26.9 
B. Transpetration Time 
l. Loading 9.0 65.0 74~0 
2. Dumping 2.0 44.5 46.5 
Total 11.0 109.5 120.5 25.9 
Total Productive T1Jne 245.5 52.8 
II. MONPRODUCTIVE Tltl.m 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 49.0 
b. Normal 6.5 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Brealb:lawn 21.0 21.0 
b. Avoidable 6.0 25.0 31.0 
c. other Load 10.0 10.0 
Total 117.5 25.3 
3. other De lays 
a. At Grizzly 30.5 
b. Nonoperating 71.5 
Total 102.0 21.9 
Total NonEroductive Time 219.5 47.2 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 465.0 100.0 
Number Loads Transported 2 23 25 




TmE STUDY omERVATIOM 
Truck no. 10 Type - Dart dump 
Mine - Kenoyer Date - July 5 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division Heading % 2 5 Total 
I. PRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 48.5 2.5 51.0 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 12.0 12.0 
3. To Shaft 30.0 1.0 31.0 
4. Maneuvering 
AllowanoE;t (Shaf't) a.o 8.0 
Total 98.5 3.5 10200 21.9 
B. Transpetra ~ion Time 
l. Loading_ 54.0 7.5 61.5 
2. Dunping 55.5 1.0 56.5 
Total 109.5 8.5 118.0 25.5 
Total Productive Time 220.0 47.4 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
l. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 11.5 
b. Normal 6.0 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. Other Load 25.0 4.5 29.5 
Total 47.0 10.l 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Gri~zly 151.5 
b. Nonoperating 46.5 
Total 198.0 42.5 
Total Non12roduotive Time 245.5 52.6 
TOTAL rnJlE OBSERVED 465.0 100.0 
Uunber Loads Transported 18 1 19 
Mileage Recorded 7.2 0 .7 7.9 
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TABLE 74 
T:wE STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 10 Type - Dart dump 
Mine - Kenoyer Date - July 6 
Time in. Minutes 
Time Division Heading %. , 
l 2 3 fi, Total 
I. PRODUCTIVE Till.E 
A. Travel Time 
l. To Heading 18.0 2.5 26.0 2.0 48.5 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Raad) 1.5 2.5 3.5 0.5 8.0 
3. To Shaft 17.5 2.5 26.0 1.0 47.0 
4. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Shaft) 2.0 3.0 0.5 5.5 
Total 39.0 5.0 61.0 4.0 109.0 23.4 
B. Transpetration Time 
1. Loading 35.0 7.5 58.0 8.0 108.5 
2. D~ping 4.5 1.0 19.0 1.0 25.5 
Total 39.5 8.5 77.0 9.0 134.0 28.8 
Total Productive Time 243.0 52.2 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 10.0 
b. Normal 12.5 
2. Loader Delays 
. a. Breakdown 
be Avoidable 10.0 12.5 30.0 52.5 
o. Other Load 6.0 34.0 40.0 
Total 115.0 2:'4.8 
3. other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 47.0 
b. Monoperating 60.0 
Total 107.0 23.0 
Total No~roduotive Time 222.0 47.8 
TOTAL TlME OBSERVED 465.o 100.0 
Number Loads Transported 4 l 13 1 19 
Mileage Recorded 8.0 0.4 7.8 0.5 16.7 
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TABLE 75 
Tllm STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 11 Type - Dart dump 
Mina - Kenoyer Date - Ju1y 1, 8 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division Heading % Heading %, 
3 4 
I. PROI>tTC T IVE TIME 
A. Travel Time 
l • · To Heading 54.0 62.5 
2 • Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 5.0 8.5 
3. To Shaft 53.0 64.0 
4. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Sba.f't) 6.5 8.0 
Total 118.5 25.5 143.0 30.8 
B. Transpetration Time 
1. Loading 69.0 86.0 
2. Dumping 32.0 35.5 
Total 101.0 21.7 121.5 26.l 
Total Productive Time 219.5 47.2 264.5 56.9 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TmE 
A. Delays 
1. Truck De lays 
a.. Breakdown 61.5 30.0 
b. lform.al 5.0 4.5 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 23.0 
b. Avoidable 4.5 10.5 
c. Other Load 12.5 30.0 
Total 106.5 22.9 75.0 16.l 
3. other Delays 
a.. At Grizzly 74.5 65.5 
b. Nonoperating . 64.5 60.0 
Total 139.0 29.9 125.5 27.0 
Total Non;eroduo!ive Time 245.5 52.8 200.5 43.l 
TOTAL TmE OBSERVED 465.0 100.0 465.0 100.0 
Mumber Loads Transported 10 13 
Mileage Recorded 10.0 6.0 
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TABLE 76 
TJME STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 2Q Type - Dart dunp 
Mine - Kenoyer Date - July 3, 5 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division Heading % Heading- - % 
2 · 4 6 Total ' ( 
I . PRODUCTIV.cl TIME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 87.0 41.5 3.0 44.5 
2 • Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 15 . 0 13 . 5 1.0 14.5 
3. To Shaf't 86.5 46.0 3 . 5 49 . 5 
4. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Shaft) 10 . 5 20. 0 0.5 20 . 5 
Total 199 . 0 42 . 8 121 . 0 a.o 129 . 0 21 . 1 
B. Trans petra tion Tine 
1 . Loa.ding 91 . 5 119.0 2 . 0 121 . 0 
2 . Dun.ping 31.0 37~0 1 . 0 38 . 0 
Total 122 . 5 26.3 156.0 3 . 0 159 . 0 34. 2 
Total Productive Time 321.5 69.l 288 . 0 61 .9 
II . NONPRODUCTIVE Tn!E 
A. Delays 
1 . Truck Delays 
a. Bre$.kdown 18. 0 20.0 
b . lforma.l 7.0 9.0 
2 . Loader Delays 
a . Brea.kxl.own 
b . Avoidabla 19 . 5 13. 5 13 . 5 
c . Other Load 19 . 0 53.5 53 . 5 
Total 63 . 5 13 . 7 67. 0 96 . 0 20 . 6 
3 . Other Delays 
a • .At Grizzly 19 . 0 12 . 0 
b . Nonoperating 61.0 69 . 0 
Total ao.o 17. 2 81 . 0 17. 5 
Total Non~roduotive Tme 143. 5 30 . 9 177. 0 38.1 
TOTAL .TIME OBSERVED 465 . 0 100.0 465.0 100.0 
Number Loads Transp orted 20 21 1 22 
Mileag e Recorded 10 . 0 10.5 1.5 12 . 0 
TABIE 77 
TmE STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no • . 42 Type - Dart dump 
Mina - Kenoyer Date - July 3 
Time Division 
I. PRODOJTIVE TJME 
A. Travel Time 
l• To Heading 
2 • Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 




B. Tra.nspetration TjJne 
1. Loading 
2 .• Dumping 
Total 
Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE T:Jlm 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Monn.al 
2. Loader Delays 
·a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
o. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonopera:ting 
Total 
Total Jionproduotive Time 
TOTAL TIME omERVED 
Number Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 



































T:Ilim STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truolc no. 42 Type - Dart dump 
Mine - Kenoyer Date - July 5 
Time in Minutes 
~ime Division Heading % 6 2 4 Total 
I. PRODUCTIVE TllvIE 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading s.o 8.5 21.0 37.5 
2. Mal18uvering 
Allowance (Head) 1.5 1.5 9.0 12.0 
3 . To Shaft a.o 9.0 28.0 45.0 
4. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Shaft) 1.0 o.s 5.0 6.5 
Total 18.5 19.5 63.0 101.0 21.7 
B. Transpetration Time 
1. Loa.ding 7.0 20.0 74.0 101.0 
2. Dumping 4.0 3.5 27.0 34.5 
Total 11.0 23.5 101.0 135.5 29.2 
Total Productive Time 236.5 50.9 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
Ao Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 9.0 
b. Mormal 6.5 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b • .Avoidable 10.0 39.0 49.0 
o. other Load 9.0 75.0 84.0 
Total 148.5 32.0 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 35.0 
b. Nonoperating 45.0 
Total 80.0 17.l 
Total NonEroduotive Time 228.5 49.1 
TOTAL . T:wE OBSERVED 465.0 100.0 
Number Loads Transported 3 3 17 23 
Mileage Recorded 4.5 4.5 8.5 17.5 
TABLE 79 
TIME STUDY OBSERVATION 
General Summary 
Mine - Kenoyer Date - July 3 to 8 
Time in Minutes . 
Time Division 
I . PRODUCTIVE Tn,m 
A. Travel Time 
1 . To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 




B. Transpotration Time 
1 . Loading 
2 . Dumping 
Total 
Total Productive Time 
II . NONPRODUCTIVE T:Illm 
A. Delays 
l . Truck Delays 
a . Bree.kdovm 
b. Normal 
2 . Shovel Delays 
a. . Breakdown 
. b . Avoidable 
c . Other Load 
Total 
3 . Other Delays 
a . At Grizzly 
b . Nonopere.ting 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TlME OBSERVED 
Number Loads Transpor~d 
Mileage Recorded 
Total % 
564.5 12 . 1 
112 . 5 2 . 4 
547 . 5 11 . 8 
91 . 0 . 2 . 0 
1315.5 28 . 3 
936 . 5. 20. 1 
386 . 0 8 . 3 
1322 . 5 28 . 4 
2638 . 0 56. 7 
246 . 5 5 . 4 
68 . 5 1 . 5 
44. 0 0.9 
223 ~ ·5 4 . 8 
321. 5 6 . 9 
904 . 0 19 . 5 
510. 0 11 . 0 
598 . 0 12 . a 
uoa.o 23. 8 
2012 . 0 43 . 3 
4650 . 0 100.0 
194 
142 . 9 
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F I G U R E 31 
T I .M E D I S T R I B U T I 0 N CHART 
HAULAGE 
KENOYER MINE 




The Metta Mine is located in the NE~!. section 20; the SW~E~,, 
secti~n 17; and the SEisE! . section 16• Ottawa County,, Oklahoma. 
Production 
The a.vera~e daily ore production is 450 tons. This is obtained by 
hoisting approxixnately 600 cans a shi£t. 
Equipment 
Haulage units include: nos. 2, 4,, and 6 Dart truck-trailers; no. 
15 Dart dump- truck. These are soma of the oldest diesel units in the 
Eagle Picher mines and are only in fair shape . Operational data for one 








TRUCK PERFORMAMCE - METTA MINE 
(Courtesy of Eagle Picher Mn. & S. Co.) 
June 1951 
Fuel Number Number 
Consumed of Loads of shif'ts 
(g~l . ) 
145 477 26 
150 132 26 
115 484 26 







Three methods of loading are us ad in the mine : chute• dragline • 
and sho-vel . Shovel equipment includes: no. 13 A. C. H. D - · 5; no. 25 
Eimoo 104; no . 26 H T - 4 Traxcavator. Operational characteristics f'or 







SHOVEL ~-ioRMA.NCE - NETTA MINE 
(Courtesy 0£ Eagle Pioher Mn~ . · & s. Co.) 
































The average hoisting tiln.e oyola in. the 327 feet Netta shaf'ii is 36 
seoond.s. Hoisting capacity in the estimated available time (425 min-
utes in a shift) would be 710 cans. . 
Loading 
The only dra.gliDe in use as a loading unit is located in num:t>er 4 
heading and has a 10 ton loading cycle of approximately 9.5 minutes. 
As discussed later. one truck normally hauls from this area. Because 
the travel cycle is great. there is sufficient time f'or the operator to 
prepare the broken rook f'or the next load. If' actual effort were ex-
pended in suoh preparation. the loading time could be reduced. 
Time study results of' shovel loading are presented in TA.BIB 82. 
The Eimoo is the f'astes-t; loading machine. A 10 ton load is com.-
plated in an average time of 3.1 minutes. Maneuvers of the rocker type 
shovel are shown in FIGURF.S 32 and 33. This shovel is . used only in one 
stope at the Netta Mine because others have low roofs or are too re-
strioted. 
The H D - 5 bas an average loadillg time o£ 6.6 minutes and the 
FIG S2 
ElYCO SHOVEL Dl OPERATIO 
An Eimeo 104 is in the process ot loading 
a dipperfull of ore in a high ground tope. 
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FIGD?.3 33 
ElliCO SHOVEL LOAD illG 
An EiD100 104 is dUlllpillE a dipper.Cull 
of ore into a waiting truok- tra.iler . 
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Traxoavator's ~vera.ge cyele is 5.2 minutes. Both figures are high indi-
eating lack of dexterity on tJle part 0£ the operators. 
TABLE 82 
SHOVEL LOADTI'fil - !~TT.A MINE 
(Time in seconds) 
.. 
Motion Average Time 
l. Move Back 
2 • Move Forward 
3. Load Dipper 
4. Move Ba.ck 
5. Move Forward and D'Ulllp 
Average number 0£ dippers 
1. Move Back 
2. Move Forward 
3. Load Dipper 
4. Move Back 
5. Move Forward and Dump 
Average number of dippers 
Individual Cumulative 






for a 10 ton load - .7 






for a 10 ton load - 7 











1. Move Forward and Load Dipper 10.0 10.0 
2. Move Back and Dump ·1 .o 17 .o 
Average number 0£ dippers f'or a 10 ton load - 11 
Haulage System 
Trucks and shovels usually are dispatched to the same areas each 
shift. In Netta \Vhite Lease (Heading number 1), four-tenths of' a mile 
f'rom the shaft. the ore is mined in an upper level and slushed through 
a raise to the haulage level. The HD - 5 shove1. loads truck no. 15 
which ~ the only uili t capable of negotiating the steep grade to the 
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loading zone. 
Heading number 2 (Netta East 40 Lease) is located three-tenths 0£ 
a mile £rom the dumping station ili sheet ground area. The Traxcavator 
is used to load truck no. 6. 
Two chutes are used in heading 3 to load ore :from upper ground 
mining. The Qre is slushed into raises and fed into the chutes. The 
approach areas to the chutes are not well main-tained generally. and this 
causes sane di.fficulty in maneuvering the truoks into the loading po-
sition . 
Tha Eiln.co is used to load ore in heading 5 (Vantage Lease). This · 
zone is in high ground stoping area~ :five-tenths 0£ a mile from the 
shaft. The f'loor is very uneven and the stope full of boulders so that 
truck motion is restricted. 
The longest run of all mines is made to heading number 4 (Consoli• 
dated N'QD.ber 2 Lease) a round trip distance of five miles. A draglina 
loads truck number 4 from a high ground stope. A cable slusher.has to 
be used 1:io help the truck at one grade close to the heading. 
The roads are not well maintained and sane approach roads to 
loading a _reas are very poorly conditioned. 
The dumping station has a drive over ra:m.p with grizzly set at 
haulage level (FIGURE 15 illustrates this ramp). The grizzly hopper 
does not have very large surge capacity. 
Tilne Study Results 
Rasul ts of time studies in the Netta Mim are summarized in TABLES 
S3 through 90. TABIE 90 presents the total time of all truck-shiftsJ 




TIME RATIOS OF HAULAGE SYSTEM 
Nei;ta Mine 
Tabla Ton- Productive Travel Travel Hea.di ng 
Number Mileage Nonproductive· Transpetra 'Elon Travel_ Sha.ft 
Time Ratio Time Ratio .Loading 
Time Ratio 
T~Jlg PdtfNpdt Trvjrrpt TH/Ts/Ld 
84 2685 1/1.13 1/1..04 i.osa/2 .32 
85· 1420 l/:J..54 l/0.99 1.18/lft~oo 
86 1800 1/0.70 l/0.32 0.90/l/0.53 
2450 1/0.29 1/0.30 1.os/;l./o.s1 
87 1630 1/1.23 l/=1..22 o.sa/1fi.22 
865 1/1.18 l/;L. 75 o.94~/3.36 
88 1015 · l/0.82 1/0.85 0.97/;L/l..45 
89 1055 l/.L .so l/J..79 1.05/1/1.45 
90 122000 l/0.99 1/0.73 l.OO/l/J..34 
Ideal 1/0.425 1/0.50 1. oo/J./J..oo 
l4ost truck-shi£ta indicate Ulli'avora.bla time disposition. The 
Pdt/lfpdt ratios shaw only one run within the estimated efficient range 
of 1/0.425 to l/0.25. - Truck no. 4. due to :l:ts exi;ensiva travel oyole• 
has a. high Trv/rrpt ratio. All others have large loading time propor-
tions. 
Dela.Y's at the grizzly a.re noticeable in every truok-shift. The1te 
is more wasted tima e.t the dtnping station of this mine than at a.D¥ 
other mine wi"thin the scope of this investigation. 
Compendium 
A study of TABLE 90 is sufficient to show that i;he. haulage system 
- . 
is ine_ttioiant. Allnost as muoh time is expended in nonproduotive a o-
tivity as in productive effort. There are ni.aey delays attributed -to 
varlous causes -the mos t serious 0£ which is grizzly delay. 
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TABLE 84 
TJllE STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truok no. 2 Type - Dart trailer 
Hine - Met'ba. Date - June 12 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2 • Ma.neuve ring 
Allmvs.nce (Head) 
3. To Shaf't 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NO~ODUCTIVE T~ 
A. Delays 
1. Truck ])elays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Jforma.1 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonopera-ting 
Total 
Total lfonproductive Time 
TOTAL TJME OBSERVED 
Number Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 

















































TIME STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truok no. 2 Type - Dart -trailer 
Mina - Netta Data. - June 14 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division Heading % 
2 1;--_ 5 Total 
I. PRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 9.0 3.0 28.0 40.0 
2 • Maneuvering . 
Allowance (Head) 4.0 2.0 6.0 12.0 
3. To . Sha.ft a.o 2.0 24.0 34.0 
Total 21.0 7.0 58.0 8G.o 18.5 
B. Transpetration Time 
1. Loading 27.0 2.0 39.0 68.0 
2. Dumping 6.0 2.0 9.0 17.0 
Total 33.0 4.0 48.0 85.0 18.3 
Total Productive Time 171.0 36.8 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TJUm 
A. Delays 
l. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 14.0 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. AToidabla 12 .o 12.0 
. o. other Load 6.0 6.0 
Total 32.0 6.9 
3. Other De lays 
a. At Grizzly 209.0 
b. Nonopere.ting 53.0 
Total 262.0 56.3 
Total Productive Time 294.0 63.2 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 465.0 100.0 
Number Loads Transported 3 1 8 12 
Mileage . Recorded 1.8 0.4 9.6 11.8 
TABLE 86 
TmE STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 4 Type - Dart trailer 
:Mine - Netta Date - June 13, 16 
Tim.a Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Raad) 
3. To Shaft 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. liONPRODUCTIVE Tllra 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Bre~kdown 
b. :tTormal 
2. Loader De lays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other De1ays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 
?rum.bar Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 

























































TJME STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 6 Type - Dart trailer 
Mine - Netta Date - June 9, 13 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division Heading % Heading 
. 'fo 2 3 Tota.l 2 
r •. PRODUCTIVE Tn.-m 
A. Travel Ti:r;ne 
l. To Heading 31.5 7.0 38.5 32.0 
2. M&Ilt)uvering 
Allowanoe (Head) 8.5 2-.5 11.0 12 .a 
3. To Shaft 38.0 6.0 44.0 34.0 
Total 78.0 15.5 93.5 20.2 78.0 16.7 
B. Transpetration Time 
1. Loading 92.5 5.0 97.5 114.0 
2. Dunping 13.5 3.5 17.0 22.0 
Total 106.0 8.5 114.5 24.6 136.0 29.3 
Total Productive Time 208.0 44.8 214.0 46.0 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 35.5 
b. Norm.al 5.0 9.0 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 23.0 23.0 
b. Avoidable 18.0 18.0 79.0 
c. Other Load 18.5 18.5 25.0 
Total 100.0 21.5 113.0 24.3 
3. Other De la.ya 
a. At Grizzly 118.0 104.0 
b. Nonopera tllig 39.0 34.0 
Total. 157.0 33.7 138.0 29.7 
Total Non~roduotive Time 257.9 55.2 251.0 54.0 
TOTAL T lME OBSERVED 465.0 100.0 465.0 100.0 
Number Loads Transported 14 3 17 12 
Mileage Recorded 8.4 1.2 9.6 7.2 
TABLE 88 
TDIIE STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 15 Type - De.rt d'Ump 
Mine - Netta Date - June 16 
Time Di vis.ion 
I. PRODUCTIVE TmE 
A. Travel Time 
l. To Heading 
2 • Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3o To Shaft 
Total 




Total Produotive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. llonna.1 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3. Otha r Delays 
a. At Gri·zzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 
Number of ~oads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 


































TlME STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 15 Type - Dart dump 
Mine - Netta Date - June 11 
Time in Minu-OOs 
Time Division Heading % 
2· 3 4 To-t;a1 
I. PRODUCTIVE TTI11TE 
A. Trave1 Time 
l. To Heading 13.0 11.5 25.0 49.5 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance 4.5 1.5 1.5 7.5 
3. To Shaft 14.5 8.5 24.0 47.0 
Total 32.0 21.5 ·so.5 104.0 22.4 
B. Tre.nspetration Time 
1. Loading 50.0 9.5 8.5 68.0 
2. Dumping 8.5 4.5 1.0 14.0 
Total 58.5 14.0 9.5 82~0 17.6 
Total Productive Time 186.0 40.0 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 24.5 
b. Normal 6.5 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 49.5 49.5 
be Avoidable 7.5 7.5 
c. Other Load 14.5 19.5 34.0 
Total 122.0 26.12 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 111.5 
b. Nonoperating 45.5 
Total 157.0 33.8 
Total Nonproductive Time 279.0 60o0 
TOTAL TmE OBSERVED 465.0 100.0 
N~ber Loads Transported 6 4 1 11 
lli1eage Recorded 3.0 1.6 s.o 9.6 
TABIE 90 
TmE STUDY OBSERVATION 
General Summary 
'Mine - .1Je1rla· ·· Data - June 9 to 1 7 
Time Division 
I . PRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3 . To Sha.f't 
Total 




Total Productive T~e 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
l . Truck Delays 
a. . Breakdown 
b . Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. . Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
o. other Loe.d 
Total 
3 . Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b . Nonoperating 
To'tal 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TlME OBSERVED 
Ntnber Loe.els Transported 
Mileage Covered 
Time in Minutes 
Total 
490 . 0 
99 . 0 




















13 . 2: 
2.7 
13.3 
29 . 2 
17 . 7 
3.5 
21 . 2 
50 . 4 
3 . 4 
1 . 7 
2 . 8 






49 . 6 






T I M E D I S T R I B UT I 0 N CH ART 
T ·R U C K H AU L A G E 
NETTA MINE 
TO ·TAL TIME 3,720 MIN LOADS 94 
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.To .obtain the estimated capacity, 60 truck loads a shift would be 
required. If' production is to be maintaa.ned in n~ber 4 heading. one 
truck would be required for that area alone. Operating with improved 
loading t1Jnas and lass nonoperating time. this truck could provide ten 
' ( 
loads a shift ainoe the travel distance is great. The fifty remaining 
loads could be collected .from .four headings of relative short haul dis-
ta.noes. 
Time lost because of' truok breakdowns could be eliminated by re-
tiring one truok and maintaining it as a stand by or reserve unit. 
With one unit withdravm, the delays due i;o conjestion a-C one heading 
and at the grizzly would be reduced materially. With the omission of a 
haulage unit one shovel could also be removed from active work. This 
would leave two truckB and two shovels i;o be distributed as desired to 
transport 50 loads a. day. The average requirement would be 5,000 ton-
miles (25 loads x 10 tons/load x 25 miles) for each haulage unit~· The 
trucks could be dispatched with shovels to the headings according to 
production demands. Between travel oyoles "the shovels could prepare 
t.ba muek pile for the next load without pressure .fr<Xn auother 'Waiting 
unit. While the shovels are moving to other headings, the trucks can 
load :from the chutes and thus avoid delays on 1oading uni ts • 
As haulage distances a.re short, eaoh truck with its independent 
loading unit could meet production demands without difficulty. 
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Location 
The Piokee Mine is located in the N--~E! and SE~! of section 17, 
T. 29 N., R. 23 E., ottawa County, Oklahoma. 
Production 
The average daily production of ore is 600 tons. 
Equipment 
Three trucks are used in ore haulage: nos. 12 and 40 Dart dump 
trucks; and no. 18 Autocar dump truck. Although two of these units 
have been in operation over three years. they are in good condition. 







TR'OOK PERFORMA.l.""1CE - PIOKEE Mim 
(Courtesy of Eagle Picher l.1n . & S. Co.) 
June 1951 
Fuel Number Number 
Consumed of Loads of Shi:tts 
(gal.) 
155 669 · 26 
115 711 26 






Loading is performed entirely by draglines although one shovel is 
available at the mina. This unit is used for cleaning loading zones, 
maintaining roads. and helping the draglines work the broken rock. 
Hoisting 
Can hoisting at this mine has a short average cycle of 30 seconds. 
The shaft capacity, in the estinated available time of 425 minutes, is 
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850 cans. This represents a daily production rate of approximately 650 
tons .• 
Loading 
Because loading is dona with dre.glinas, no individual time studies 
. '
were conducted on loading cycles. Average loading time varies consider-
ably from one heading to another. The upper gro'Ulld drag1ine averaged 
less than 5 minutes for a 10 ton load which is an excellent tine cyole. 
Loading w number l heading was a.pproxima tely 8 minutes • This is a 
comparatively high time cycle. The dra.gline is set up in such a manner 
as to require a large travel distance for the scraper. This accounts 
in pe.rt £or the greater loading time. other loading times are favor-
able and vary from 4 to 7 minutes. 
Haulage Systea 
There are four dragline loading zones• all within a three-tenths 
mile radius of' the shaft. 
Heading number 1 is a very wide sheet ground area. For ma.ximum 
coverage the dragline is set up an excessively great distance f1'an the 
face. The sc~per has a very long average run so that loading cycles 
are vecy slow. 
Another sheet grolllld area is heading number 3, located in an upper 
level. The dragline is generally operated with a high degree. of etti-
ciency. It is set up close to the muck. and the competent operator 
loads at a fast rate of 2 or more tons· a minute . 
Headings 2 and· 4 are high ground stopes. 
The dumping station is a drive over type that can be approaohed 
f'ran either side with equal ease. The haulage oyoles are Vt!Jf"'Y unif'onn 
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so that the hopper is ganere.lly i'ull . although it does not provide a 
large surge ca pacity. 
Tima Study Results 
Truok- shi£t time studies are summarized in TABLES 93 through 97. 
The total of these studies is presented in TABLE 98 and the time distri-
bution in this table is represented graphically in FIGURE 35. 
TABLE 92 
TIME RATIOS OF HAULAGE SYSTEM 
Piokee lline 
Table Ton- Productive Travel Travel Heading 
Number Mileage Nonproductive Trans petra ti on Travel Shaft 
Time Ratio Time Ratio Loading 
Time Ratio 
T-Ulg PdtjNpdt Trv/Trpt TH/,rS/Ld 
93 1940 lft . 18 l /0 . 93 1 . 14/l/J. . 68 
93 5400 1/0. 30 lft. 09 0 . 98:1=J./:J. . 91 
94 2710 1/0. 58 l/L . 70 l . 00/=1./4 . 50 
95 2500 1/0. 56 l/J. .84 o . ao/L/4. oo 
96 2500 1/0. 23 lft . 54 0 . 73fi/3 . 45 
97 5180 1/0.40 1/1 . 71 0. 89/1/3 . 40 
98 118000 1/0.49 1/1 . 59 0 . 93/1/3 . 20 
Ideal 1/0.425 l/0 . 50 1 . 00/1/J. . oo 
Results in TABI.E 92 show that PdtJNpd.t ratios are very close to 
desired val ues . Nonproduc tive time is held t o a minim.um in this mine . 
Travel/rra.nspetration rat ios a.re lower than the recommended values but 
partially justifiable in this case. This is true as the truck runs are 
very short so tha-t travel time oyoles are held to a minim:um. while 
average loading time cycles are _ longeJ> because loading ~ done by' drag-
lines·. However. these ratios could be higher with improved loading 
perf onnance • 
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TABI.3 93 
TDlE STUDY OBSERVATION' 
Truck no. 12 Type - »art d'Qllp 
Mine - Piokee Date - July _ 27• 28 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division Heading % Heading % 
3 3 ,, 
I. PRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 56.5 78.5 
2. }la.neUYering 
Allowanoe (Head) · 4.5 13.5 
3. To Shaft 49.5 80.0 
Total 110.5 23~8 172.0 37.0 
B. Transpetration Time 
1. Loa.ding 83.5 153.0 
2. Dumping 19.5 3·5.5 
Total 103.0 22.1 186.5 40.1 
Total Produotive Time 213.5 45.9 358.5 77.l 
II.. NONPRODUCTIVE TJME 
.&.. Dela.ye 
l. Truok Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Nor.m.a.1 12.5 9.-5 
2,. Loader Dela.ya 
a.. Breakdown 112.5 
b. Avoidable 
o. other Load 56.0 34.0 
T.otal 181.0 sa·.9 43~5 9.3 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Griszl7 14.0 32.0 
b. Nonopera. ting 56.5 ·$1.0 
Total 70.5 lS.2 6S.O 13.6 
Total Nonproductive Time 251.5 64.1 10645 22.9 
TOT.AL TDm OBSERVED 465.0 100.0 465.0 100.0 
Number Loads Trans por-ted la 30 
Mileage Recorded 10.8 18.0 
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TABLE 94 
TlXE STllDY OBSERVATrON 
Truck no. 18 Type - LC~ dump 
Kine - Piokee Dat-e - July 26 
Time in Minutes 
Time Divi.ai~n Heading 
"· l a Tota.1 
I. PRODUCTIVE TJKE 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 15.0 21.0 36.0 
2 • ManeUNring 
(Head) Allowance ia·.o 18.5 36.5 
3. To Sha.ft 16.0 20.5 36.5 
Total 49.0 so.o 109.0 2$.4 
B. Transpetration Time 
1. Loa.ding 81.0 81.0 162.0 
2. Dia.ping 9.5 13.6 23.0 
Total 90.5 94.5 185.0 39.7 
Total ProduO'tive Time 294.0 63.l 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 85.0 
b. Noma.l 15.5 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. AToidable 4.0 
o. Other Load 2.0 
Total 106.6 23.0 
3. other Dela.ya 
a. At Griasly 20.5 
b. Nonoperating 44.0 
Total 64.5 13.9 
Total Nonproductive Tilne rn.o 36.9 
TOT.AL TntE OBSERVED 465-.0 100.0 
lll&ber Loads Transported 11 15 26 
Mileage Reoorded 4.4 a.o 10.4 
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TABIE 95 
T IM.fil STUDY OBSERY.llION 
Truck no. 18 Type - .A. · c. dunp 
Mine - Piokee Date - July 27 
~ime in Minutes 
Time Division Heading % 
1 2 Total 
I. PRODUCTIVE TD.m 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 17.5 15.0 32.5 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 17.5 14.5 32.0 
3. To Sha.ft 22.5 18.0 40.5 
Total 57.5 47.5 105.0 22.6 
B. Transpetra. tion Time 
1. Loa.ding 108.0 54.0 162.0 
2. Dumping 17.5 13.5 31.0 
Total 125.5 67.5 193.0 41.5 
Total Productive Time 29a.o 64.l 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 10.5 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 25.0 20.0 45.0 
b. Avoidable 
o. Other Load 20.0 15.0 35.0 
Total 90.5 19.5 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Griz sly 46.0 
b. Nonoperating 36.5 
Total 76.5 16.4 
Total Non~roduotive Time 167.0 35.9 
TOTAL TlME OBSERVED 465.0 100.0 
Number Loads Transported 12 13 25 
Mileage Recorded 4.8 5.2 10.0 
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TABLE 96 
TmE STUDY OBSERVATIO:ff 
Truck no. 40 Type - Dart dump 
Mina - Piokee Date - July 26 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TDJF.: 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Jlanauvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3. To Shaft 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. ImNPRODUCTIVE TlME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Nonnal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
o. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total lfonproductive Time 
TOTAL TDdE OBSERVED 
Nanbe~ Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 
Time in Minutes . . 
Heading 

















































TIME STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truck no. 40 Type - Dart dump 
Mine - Piokee Date - July 28 
Time Division 
6 
I. PRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3. To Shaf't 
Total 




Total Productive Time 
II. NO}IPRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Delays 
1. Truok De lays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Norm.al 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TJME OBSERVED 
Numbe.r Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 


















































TJME STUDY OBSERVATION 
General Summary 
Mine - Piokee Date - July 26 to 29 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TlME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 
3. To Shaft 
Total 




Total Froduotive Time 
II. NOllPRODUCTIVE TlME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a . Breakdown 
b. lformal 
2. Loader Delays 
a.. Breala:lown 
b . Avoidable 
o • Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonopera.ting 
Tote.1 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 
Number Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 


























TIME DISTRIBUTION CHART 
TR U CK HAULAGE 
PIOKEE MINE 
TOT6L TIME 2,79 0 MIN 
L O ADS 160 
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Compendium 
From the standpoint of' time distribution and production capacity 
the Piokae Mine bas one 0£ the most efficient haulage systems in the 
District. The actual mine output might be increased slightly by atten-
. ( 
tion to delay causes. Loader delays could be reduced with more careful 
inspection. maintenance of equipment. and better allocation of' haulage 
units. Aithough equipnent allocation is effective and well xr:anaged, 
more attention to alternate routes would help to reduce other load de-
lays. 
With observance of these factors ea.eh unit could trans port 25 




Westside mining operations are confined to the SE~. section 7, 
T. 35 s •• R . 24 E • • Cherokee County. Kansas . 
Production 
The average daily production of ore f'rom the mine is 900 tons • 
Equipnent 
The Westside Mine uses four haulage uni ts : nos • 3 and 5 Dart 
truck- trailers; no . 13 Dart dum.p-truck; and no. 78 Koehring Dumptor, 
which is illustrated in FIGURE 36 . Typical monthly production data for 








TRUCK PERFORMANCE - 'WES TS IDE MINE 
(Courtesy of Eagle Picher Mn. & s . Co . ) 
June 1951 
Fuel Number Number 
Consumed of Loads of Shifts 
(gal.) 
156 561 26 
156 623 26 
156 558 26 







Loading equipment includes : three draglines; no . 16 H T - 4 Trax-
cavator shovel; and no . 17 Eimco 104 shovel . Perform.a.nee data for the 
shovels are given in TABLE 100. 
Hoisting 
Hoisting is done by a two sld.p be.lanced system. in a two compart-
ment shaft which is approximately 500 feet deep . 
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CE nrG D 
A ix ton o p city unit 









.. ' . 
SHOVEL PERFORM.A.J."1CE - WES TS IDE MINE 
(Courtesy of Eagle Picher Mn. & s. Co.) 
Cumulative data to June ·i, 1951 
Total Operating Total 
Shifts Labor Operating 
~ Costs Costs 
211.900 497 $8.126 . $26,074 








The average hoisting cyele for one skip is 2.2 minu-bea; this in-
cludes loading, hoisting, dunping and lowering the skip. As.hoisting 
is a continuous operation throughout the shii't. the hoisting time is 
approximately 465 minutes. The mine has a hoisting oapaci"izy" of 900 
-tons a day. 
Haulage System 
There are three main loading zones in use. Heading number l is a 
high grotmd stope five-tenths of a mile .from the sh.a.f't. The Eimco per-
.fo1111S all the loading. The average loading time was 3.4 minutes, a :ra-
·vorable accQil.plismnent .for tha loader. 
Heading number 3, five-tenths o.f a mile .from the shaft, is also a 
high ground stope. Loa.ding is done by Eilnco. shovel number l 7 • 
The third high ground stope, heading number 2, is three-tenths of 
a. mile f'rom the dumping station. This is a very large stope in which 
various areas are mined_. The Traxoavator shovel is uaed f'or 1oe.ding. 
The average load,ing cycle is 6 minutes, which is a high figure for this 
type of' loader. The operator is inexperienced, however, and should.,, .!in 
time,. improve his a.bili ty. 
The dre.glines are distributed in various parts of' the mine. They 
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are not used ordinarily. but are reserve units. to be used only when 
necessary. 
The roads are maintained in excellent condition. Travel times are 
kept to a minbnum since trucks a r e capable 0£ travelling at high speeds . 
The unloading station has two grizzlies of the be.ck in type . ' bne 
screen ia constructed so that drive-over dumping is possible . The 
general layout 0£ this station is shown in FIGURE 37. 
Time Study Results 
The results of time studies are summarized in TABLES 101 through 
106. The general sttnma.ry for the mine is presented in TABLE 106; the 
time distribution in this table is represented graphically in FIGUP.E 38 . 
TABIE 101 
TJME RATIOS OF HAULAGE SYSTEM 
Westside Mine 
Table Ton- Productive Travel Travel Heading 
Number Mileage Nonproductive Transpetration Trave! Siii'f't 
Time Ratio Time Ratio · Loading· 
Time Ratio 
T-«lg PdtfNpdt Trv/rrpt THjrS/Ld 
102 3090 1/0. 60 ln, . 23 o . a2/1ft.34 
2800 1/0. 81 1/). . 13 o. ss/)./1.. 74 
103 5650 1/0. 57 1/0. 70 o.1o"f!.."/}. .06 
8400 1/0. 31 1/0. 44 o.8oJ?./o. 77 
104 3080 1/0. 68 l/l . 56 o . 5a!;I.ft . 11 
1620 1/2 . 64 1/:1. . 10 0 . 67/14 . 76 
105 3450 1/0. 51 1/0. 48 o . 1sft/o . 83 
4800 1/0. 37 1/0 . 50 o.sofl/o.89 
106 281000 1/0. 65 1/0. 76 0 . 74/1/1 . 25 
Ideal 1/0. 425 1/0.50 1 . 00/J./J. . oo 
· The actual output of the haulage system is the largest of the 
mines investigated. 2 81. 000 ton-miles • or 3 • 500 ton-miles average in 
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FIGURE 37 
DOUBLE GRIZZLY UNLOADING STATION 




BACK- IN DUMPING 
Griz z ly 
a 
Grizzly SH A FT 
I 
a 
Section I a-a Section b-b' 
6 
____ Haulage Level - - - -
S C A L E ( A PP. J - / .. :. 6. 
WESTSIDE Ml NE 
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each shii't. From the standpoi;i.t of time distribution. however. improve-
ments should be me.de. lfi th the two screen dumping station, the grizzly 
delays should be held to a minimum. The drivers seem to pref'er to wait 
at the larger screen rather, than dump at the smaller one. Combined use 
of the screens would essentially eliminate the 9 .2 per cent time de'lay. 
Avoidable shovel delays are excessive also (9.6 per cent). 
Compendiuin 
The excellent haulage conditions at the Westside Mine pentlts a 
properly operated truck to deliver at least 30 loads in one shif't. 
It is proposed thAt the Koehring Dumptor be retired f'rom active 
service. The truck should be kept as a stand by reserve unit. con-
tributing toward the el:i.mina:bion of' truck breakdovm. delays. Less con-
gestion at the dumping station would also result in time saving. The 
Eilnco shovel should be used to load two trucks• while the Traxoavator 
would only have to load one truck. As the Bimco is a much £aster tmit 
the travel time cycles would coincide more closely with loading time 
cycles. and thus avoid other load delays. 
With careful planning. three trucks could maintain production 
. more effectively than the £our presently used. 
-177• 
TABIE 102 
TIME STUDY OBSERVATION 
Truqk no. 3 Type - Dart trailer 
Mine - Westside Date - June 21~ 23 
Time in Minutes 
Time Division Heading % Heading % 
I. PRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Head) 








Total Productive Time 
II. lTONPRODUCTIVE TlME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck De lays 
a. Bre~own 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Brealalown 
b. Avoidable 
c. Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonopera ting 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TlME OBSERVED 




















































TIME STUDY O~ERVATION 
Truck no . 5 Type - Dart .trailer 
Mine - "\11lestside Date - June 23, 25 
Time ·in Minutes 
Time Division Heading % Heading % 
1 2 Total 1 
; ( 
I . PRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Travel Time 
l . To Heading 46 . 0 17. 0 63 . 0 97. 0 
2 • Maneuvering 
All owance (Head) 9 . 0 4 . 0 13 . 0 18.0 
3 . To Shaft 68 . 0 22 . 0 90 . 0 122 . 0 
4 . Maneuver ing 
Allowance (Shaft) 6 . 0 2 . 5 8 . 5 9 . 0 
To"tal 129 . 0 45 . 5 174. 5 37. 5 246 . 0 52 . 9 
B. Transpetration Time 
l . Loading 52 .0 43 .5 95 . 5 94 . 0 
2 . Dumping 18. 0 a.o 26 . 0 14. 5 
Total 10 . 0 51.5 121 . 5 26 . l 108 . 5 23 . 3 
Total Productive Time 296 . o 63 . 6 354. 5 76 . 2 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Del ays 
l . Truck Delays 
a . Breakdown 
b . Normal 10. 0 13 . 0 
2 . Loader D6 lays 
a . Breakdown 14. 5 14. 5 
b . Avoidable 5 . 0 27. 0 32 . 0 s.o 
c . Other Load 7. 5 7. 5 
Total 64 . 0 13 . 8 21 . 0 4 . 5 
3. Other Delays 
a . At Grizzly 69 . 0 52 . 5 
b . Monoperating 36 . 0 37 . 0 
Total 105 . 0 22 . 6 89 . 5 19 . 3 
Total Non~roductive Time 169 . 0 36.-4 110. 5 23 . 8 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 4 65. 0 100. 0 465 . 0 100. 0 
N~ber Loads Transported 17 8 25 29 
Mileage Recorded 17.0 5 . 6 22 . s 29 
TABIE 104 
Tn~!E STUDY oreERVATION 
Truck no. 13 Type - Dart dump 
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Mine - Westside Date. - June 21~ 22· 
Time Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TDJIE 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2 • Maneuvering 
Allowa.noa (Head) 








Total Produotiva Time 
II. UONPRODUCTIVE TIME 
A. Delays 
1. Truck De lays 
a. Breakdmvn 
b. Nonnal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
o. Other Load 
Total 
3. Otha r De lays 
a. At Grizzly 
b. :Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive Time 
TOTAL TIME OBSERVED 
Number Loads Transported 
Mileage Recor ded 






















































TDAE STUI1Y OBSERVATION 
Truck no • . 78 fype - ·Dlnptor 
Mine - Westside Date - June 25, 26 
Time ·in.Minutes 
Time Division Heading % Heading % 
l l 
I. PRODUCTIVE TlME 
A •. Travel Time 
l. To Heading 82.0 93.0 
2. Maneuvering 
Allowa.nce (Head) 14.0 16.0 
3. To Shaft 112.0 116.5 
4. Maneuvering 
Allowance (Sha.t't) 1.0 o.s 
Total 209.0 45.o 226.0 48.6 
B. Transpe-tration Time 
l. Loading 93.5 103.0 
2. Dumping 6.0 10.0 
Total 99.5 21.4 113.0 24 .. 3 
Total Productive Tillle 308.5 66.4 339.0 72.9 
II. NONPRODUCTIV~ TJME 
A. Delays 
l. Truck Delays 
a. Br"kdown 52.0 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 23.0 
b. Avoidable 28.5 25.0 
o. Other Load 
Total 80.5 17.3 48.0 10.3 
3. other Delays 
a. .At Grizzly 43.0 52.0 
b. Nonoperating 35.0 26.0 
Total 76.0 16.3 78.0 16.8 
Total Non;12roduotiva Time 156.5 33.6 126.0 27.1 
TOTAL TDAE OBSERVED 465.0 ioo.o 465.0 100.0 
NQD.ber Loads Transported 24 28 
Mileage Recorded 24 28 
TABLE 106 
TmE STUDY OBSERVATION 
General SQDJDAry 
Mine - Westside Date - June 21 to 27 
Tjme Division 
I. PRODUCTIVE TlME 
A. Travel Time 
1. To Heading 
2. !laneu"Vering 
Allowance (Head) 








Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TJME 
A. Delays 
l • Truck Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a.. Breakxiawn 
b. Avoidable 
c. other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delaya 
a. At Grizzly 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproductive TiJne 
TOTAL TDAE OBSERVED 
Ntaber Loads Transported 
Mileage Recorded 



























T I M E DIS TR I BUT ION CHART 
TRUCK HAULAGE 
WESTS OE MINE 
Tf.> TA L TIME 3, 720 MIN LOADS 178 
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StMMARY AND CONCLmIOI~ 
A time study investigation discloses the overall ineff'ioiency of 
acy system. The results of this study in the Tri-State District reveal 
the traffic congestion of tbe main haulage and the causes of delays • 
.. 
Supplementary studies of individual tmit perfonnanoe divulges the oper-
ational effeotivellees of the unit. 
Time divisions are defined so that all operations which can be 
construed to represent productive effort are inoludad in productive 
time classification. All nonproductive time _. should be held to a mini-
mla. Thia factor should not be greater than 30 per cen-t. as disousaed 
in the f'irs t part of this paper. 
The total time during which the haulage system was investigated 
represents 74 shifts. The time diatri bution for all mines ia summa-
rised in TABIE 107. The division of time can be visualized more clearly 
by ref~ng to FIGURE 39. 
Nonproductive time represents 44 per cent; of the total working 
time. The oontrelling elements in nonproduotive effort are reviewed 
subasequently. 
Delays due to truck breakdowns consumed 4.2 per cent of the tiat. 
If' the proposed retirement of the haulage units is accomplished. this 
cause of delay oan be reduced to a minim\&. This can be achieved by 
keeping the retired units on a. reserve or stand by be.sis. -·to be uaed 
whenever operating trucks develop meoham oa1 trouble. A more thorough 
and comprehensive . system of inspection and preventive m.aintenanee 
should be planned and axeou'ted to reduce this factor. 
The normal truok delaya fall well within the estinated allowable 
TABIE 107 
TJME STUDY OOOERVATION 
General SlUmary 
Mines: Big Chief. Big John, Blue Goose 1 & 2. Goodwin. 
Hlabahwatta.h. Kenoyer. Netta. Piokee, and Westside. 
Time in Minutes · 
Time Division Total % 
I. PRODUCTIVE TmE 
A. Travel Time 
l. To Heading 
2. Maneuvering 
Allcmanoe (Heading) 








Total Productive Time 
II. NONPRODUCTIVE TDnE 
A. Delays 
1. Truck Delays 
a .. Breakdcmn 
b. Normal 
2. Loader Delays 
a. Breakdown 
b. Avoidable 
o • Other Load 
Total 
3. Other Delays 
a. At Grisliy 
b. Nonoperating 
Total 
Total Nonproduotive Time 

























FIGUR E 39 
T IM E DISTRIBUTION CHART 
TRUCK HAULAGE 
GENERAL SUMMARY 
MINES-BIG CHIEF, BIG JOHN, BLUEGOOSE162, 
GOODWIN, HUMBAHWATTAH, KENOYER, NETTA, 
PIOKE£, WE STSlO E . 
T 0 TA L T l M E z: 3 4, 41 0 MIN - T 0 TA L L 0 A D S = I, 2 7 3 
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time. £or the system as a whole• and a.re justified. 
Shovel breakdawn delays . oould be reduoed also b7 an intensified 
inspeotion program. Provision for alternate truok routes after a 
shovel breaks down would aid further in reduoiDg dela19. 
Avoidable shovel delays are attributed generally to the operator. 
This represents an unneoeaaaril7 large proportion of tbe shift time. 
·Better· operator training . and oooperation oan be aeoured if the super-
visory personnel will attempt to inprove eaoh individual •s performanoe. 
Delqs due to other loads. which represents 4.8 per oent ot the 
available time, can be reduoed mterially. Better planning of routes 
and distribution of equiJ;ID.ent are the most important necessary impro-w-
menta. In maIJY' mines the haulage oa.paoity is far greater -than the 
available loading ability. Whell8Ter this situation eixiats. this type 
of delay will reault. In acme operations the re-tiremant: ot om. haulage 
unit will partially- aolTe the problan. 
Grizzly delay:da a major problem and ia an important ocanponent in 
all mines as evidenced by the total time oonalaption of 12 per eent. 
Poorly desig?Jed d.qnping ramps and small surge oa.paoity grissly-hoppera 
oontribute also to this sitmtion. WheDn9~. :·poaaible• driTe-over ram.pa 
should be oonstruoted with provi•ion for eaay screen clearing. An 
example of good ramp design is to be found in the Blue Goose l Mine 
(see FIGURE 21). ti18 use of more haul.age units tban ie wa.rra.n1:ed by 
production dsnands will also help to aggravate the delay problem. 
N'onoperating ti.ms far the combined miDea falls within tm expso-bed 
o~ predioted maximum allowa.noe. Although malJIY mines maintain a lower 
figure tlan this, it rray be expected that other mime oan reduoe non-
opsra ting tine consumption. 
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Within the productive time classification, the time distribution 
should be modified f'or greater efficiency. The travel time/t:ranspetra-
tion time ratio is 1/0.97 for the general average. For such a general 
average this ratio is vecy low. As studied, most travel cycles permit 
the realization of a 1/0.50 ratio. In the case of the travel hsadtng/ 
travel shaf't/loading time proportion, the average result ~s 0.92/l/1. 70. 
whereas the expected norm is i.oojljl.oo. These results disclose. as 
has bean poin-ted out throughout this paper, that loading machines are 
not opera.ting at their fullest capabilities. This can be attributed 
not only to lack of training, incompetency and general unwillingness of 
the operators, but also to improper allocation and distribution of 
equipnent. Some loaders are more adaptable to certain loading zones 
than others. This is overlooked often in distributing shovels to head-
ing a.ssigmn.ents-. In distributing loaders not only the loading zone 
colldi tions should be considered, but alee> the· haulage capacity to be 
assigned to the loader, and the haulage distance. 
The results of the investigation shaw that the haulage system, as 
presently practiced, is inefficient. This is true no only because a 
large proportion or the average shift time is nonproductive, . but al.eo 
because haulage capacity available is tar greater than delivered pro-
duotion. Each mine baa its ·Oll'll problems and haulage congestions so 
that each one should be studied separately before presenting specific 
reoommendations for changes. There are, however• several general oon-
sidera tioDS that should be noted. 
A. Loaders 
1. Shovels are used often in plaoes where their effeotiveness 
is hampered. 
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a. Eim.oo shoTels operate best in large production stopes, 
which have Jdgh roof's and fairly smooth floors. Loading raw should be 
approximately 3 tons a minute .• 
b. Other shovels can operate in sheet ground areas a.nd 
• i 
restricted areas. Loading speed should be more than 2 torus a minute. 
To increase ef'f'ect1'Y9nesa, proper operator training is neoessary to 
observe suoh factors as: correct angle spotting of trucks for minimtn 
shovel movement1 keeping approach area clean to simplify truck manau-
-verabili VJ and working muok pile be-tween loading cycles. 
2. Draglinas operate most etteotively in low stopes with wide 
mining f'aces. A ecnpeten-t operator should load at a rate of' 1.5 tons 
a minute or better. 
3. Brea.kxiawn delays oan be minimized by more rigid inspections 
and early replacement of worn parts. 
4. If' it is feasible. the faster loader should be used in the 
shorter runs • The travel time oyeles in short rw:ia will ooiru:'ide more 
closely wi 1lh loading time oyoles of these shovels• and thus delay will 
be avoided on other loads. In addition. the loader operator will have 
time to prepare £or the next load. 
B. Trucks 
1. 11here runs do not exoeed one mile, a truck should be ex-
pected to have a.n output of 6, 500 ton-miles. or at least 25 loads in 
aey single shift. 
2. A. t ~ time there should be no more haulage · units than is 
necessary to maintain the deaired mine produotion. Exoeasive numbers 
o£ trucks only serve to oongeat loading sones a.nd dumping ramps• which 
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ef'f'ecti vely slows down the entire sys tam. 
3. If' enough units are present to provide overcapacity. one 
or more uni ts should be retired and properly maintained as reserve 
equipnent. 
C. Distribution 
An essential f'aotor in the proper ope~tion o£ ·a haulage 
system is proper apportionment of equipment. The . supervisory persomiel 
should consider all £actors. i.e., loading oa.paoity. available tollllage. 
and travel time cycles• in diapa.tohing equipnent to <.the various parts 
of' the mins. Trucks should be given routes to follow with alternate 
possibilities in case of' breakdowns or other oonti:ngenoies. 
The proper coordination of' loading and haulage cycles is dependent 
on seleetiw planning by the supervisory staff'. With close a~ntion 
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